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Chapter 1

1. Discovering the Atmosphere
What’s This Book About?
The cartoon refers to global warming—the theory that Earth’s average temperature is gradually
increasing due to the burning of fossil fuels. Fossil fuels are coal, oil, and natural gas, which are
burned primarily by cars and in factories.
If Earth were a patient in a hospital, and
its temperature seemed to be a little high,
we would want to know what would be
considered a normal range of temperatures
before prescribing any medication. In the
same way, we would want to know how
Earth’s average global temperature changed
throughout its history, and why those changes
occurred, before we could make good
judgments about burning fossil fuels. Finding
out what’s “normal” for Earth is essential
before trying to decide what to do about its
temperature today.
To find out what is normal for a patient,
the doctor would ask about the patient’s
medical history. In Earth’s case we need to
learn how its temperature has changed over
time, and in particular how Earth’s climate
and living forms have changed over time.
It’s important to recognize that here we are
talking about climate, not weather. Weather
refers to the conditions of the atmosphere in
a particular location at a given time; usually
considered are the temperature, wind condition,
cloud cover, and humidity or dryness. Climate
refers to the average weather of a larger region,
or of the entire planet, over a number of years.
For example, the climate closer to the North and
South Poles is generally much colder than the
climate closer to the equator. While the weather
may vary a great deal from day to day and season
to season, the climate of an area tends to stay
much the same year after year. If we look over a
long enough period of time, however, we can see
that climates have changed a great deal. During
the last ice age, which ended over 10,000 years
ago, what is now the northern part of the United
States was buried under a sheet of ice over a
mile thick!
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As you can imagine, the climate in a
particular region affects the life forms that
can survive there. With an understanding of
the relationship between life and climate, we
will be in a better position to make judgments
about changes that are occurring on Earth
today, and decide what to do about them. We
will therefore study how life and Earth’s climate
are intertwined. With knowledge of the various
developments over time, we will be better
able to understand and apply new information
about Earth systems as that knowledge becomes
available in the future.
In this first chapter we will learn about
the fundamental discovery that Earth has
an atmosphere. Today we take this idea for
granted, but 200 years ago it was a radical
idea. Before we can even start thinking about
life and climate, we need to learn about Earth’s
atmosphere.
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The Concept of An Atmosphere
Air is so familiar to us that we take it for granted. It’s always there and
seems to go on forever. Yet, from the vantage point of a space shuttle in orbit
just 300 kilometers (186 miles) above Earth’s surface, astronauts see that
the atmosphere is limited. If Earth were the size of an apple, 97% of Earth’s
atmosphere would be contained in a layer as thin as the apple’s skin.
Years ago, the concept of air as a relatively thin layer of life-sustaining
gases was difficult to accept. It seemed quite natural to believe that there
was air from here to the moon and even beyond. After all, how could there
be nothing? Nothing was harder to contemplate than invisible air. More
than 2,000 years ago Aristotle noticed that air rushed into containers as they
were emptied. His phrase “nature abhors a vacuum” was, in the early days
of experimental science, accepted as fact.

Torricelli’s Experiments
The first experimental studies of air were made by the Italian physicist Galileo
Galilei. Most people know him as the first person to observe planets through a
telescope. He also studied air, and in 1638 Galileo published his experiments
showing that air has weight. These early experiments inspired further studies of
air by Galileo’s assistant, Evangelista Torricelli, a few years later.
Torricelli used glass tubes of various lengths that were
closed at one end. He also experimented with different
liquids. In one experiment, he completely filled a tube about
a meter long with mercury—the only metal that is liquid at
room temperature. Then, covering the open top of the tube
with his finger, he turned the tube upside down and placed
the open neck of the tube in a bowl and removed his finger.
Some of the mercury flowed out of the tube into the bowl,
and the level of the liquid fell. But all of the mercury did not
flow out! A column of mercury remained
in the tube, well above the surface of the
mercury in the bowl.
Torricelli found that less dense
liquids formed taller columns.
With a very long tube, Torricelli
found that water formed a column
that was 9.6 meters (32 feet) high!
Mercury was the densest liquid he
tried. It formed a column only
73 cm (29 inches) high. Since the
glass tube did not need to be so
tall, he used mercury for most of
his experiments.
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Evangelista Torricelli and his experiment
(Photo,© IMSS, courtesy of the Institute and
Museum of the History of Science, Florence, Italy)
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Torricelli puzzled over why the column of liquid did not fall out of the
tube. He formulated the hypothesis that the pressure of the air pushing
down on the surface of the liquid in the bowl was holding the column of
liquid up. In other words, air had weight.
These experiments supported Torricelli’s idea that the force of air
pushing down on the liquid in the bowl balanced the weight of the liquid
inside the tube. However, people were not convinced that this was the
correct explanation.

Pascal Tests Torricelli’s Theory
Five years after Torricelli’s experiments, the French scientist Blaise
Pascal thought of an experiment that would test Torricelli’s hypothesis
about what was holding up the column of mercury. Pascal had been helping
to make deep sea diving suits. He found out that as divers went deeper
in the ocean, the pressure of the water increased. He thought that this
pressure was caused by the weight of the water above the diver.
When Pascal heard about Torricelli’s experiment, he thought that we
might be like the diver—but living at the bottom of an ocean of air. At
sea level we feel the pressure of the air above us. If we were to climb
a mountain, the pressure should be less because there would be less air
above us. For the same reason, the level of mercury in the tube should
also be less.
In 1648, Pascal’s brother-in-law, Florin Perier,
performed the experiment. Gathering with several
friends in a garden, Perier filled two glass tubes
with mercury. One at a time, he held his finger over
the end of the tube, turned it upside down, and
placed the open end in an open bowl of mercury.
In each case, the column of mercury in the tube
fell to the same height.
Then leaving one of the tubes and bowl with a
friend who would carefully watch for any changes
in the mercury level, Perier and the others took
the other mercury column and bowl and rode by
mule up a nearby mountain. On the summit, at
about 1,000 meters (3,280 feet) Perier repeated
the experiment and found that the mercury level
was over 7.5 cm (3 inches) lower than it was in
the garden. He did the experiment several more
times on the way down, and found that the closer
he came to sea level, the higher was the column
of mercury. When he returned to the garden, he
learned that the height of the mercury column left
in the garden had not changed all day. Now both
columns again were measured and found to be the
same height.
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Pascal further experimented and found that
even at the top of a tower, he could observe
that the height of the column of mercury was
less than it was at the base of the tower. He
concluded that 1) air pressure at sea level is
caused by the weight of the air above it, and
2) nature does not abhor a vacuum, since there
is a vacuum (or near vacuum) inside the tube
above the mercury. What do you think of these
conclusions? Are they supported by the data?
As a result of Torricelli’s and Pascal’s
experiments scientists became aware that we
live in a sea of air. In addition, a new instrument
was invented: the barometer, a tube with
mercury that measures air pressure.
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Investigation

Can You Observe the Effects
of Air Pressure
Air pressure is all around us. We live in a sea of air, but it’s hard to
see its effects. Here’s an activity that will help you see the power of air
pressure.
You will need:
• an empty aluminum soda can

• a ruler

• a hot plate

• a calculator

• a plastic dishpan or other large container

• water

• a pot holder or pair of tongs

• safety goggles

Be sure to wear safety goggles. Pour a little
cold water into the can. Pour cold water into the
dishpan until it is about 3/4 full.

Draw a sketch and write a short description
of what you did and what happened. Answer the
following questions:

Place the soda can with water on the hot
plate and heat until steam is coming out the top
of the can. Pick up the can at its base, using the
pot holder or tongs, and quickly invert it into the
cold water contained in the dishpan. If nothing
seems to occur, put a little water back into the
can and try again.

1. What happened when the can was inverted into
the cold water?
2. What caused the can to crush? Draw a diagram
of what you think happened inside and outside
the can before, during, and after it was
immersed in water.
3. Why didn’t the empty soda can crush before
it was heated?
4. Would the same thing have happened if you
put the can in right side up? Predict, then
try it out!

Hint: At sea level, average atmospheric pressure supports a column
of mercury 760 mm high in a mercury barometer. This average sea
level pressure is called 760 torr in honor of Torricelli, and is also called
one atmosphere of pressure. So 760 mm of mercury = 760 torr. How
might atmospheric pressure affect the can?

The Nature of Science
Pascal’s experiment illustrates several
aspects of the nature of science. The first
is that scientists do not work in isolation.
They build on the work of others, just as
Torricelli built on the work of Galileo, and
Pascal built on the work of Torricelli. All
of the scientists submitted their work to
the critical eyes of their colleagues.

Second, Pascal’s experiment illustrates that scientific
conclusions must be supported by evidence. As more
evidence is collected from experiments or observations, the
original conclusions might be more firmly supported, or they
might change. The hypothesis that Earth has an atmosphere
that extends just a few miles above the surface was once an
outlandish idea. The existence of the atmosphere has now
been supported by so many experiments using balloons and
spacecraft that today we can look back on Torricelli’s and
Pascal’s experiments and credit them with the “discovery”
of the atmosphere.
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Third, science and technology go hand in glove. The technology of deep
sea diving suggested a theory of the atmosphere. The scientific experiments
of Torricelli and Pascal had no immediate practical value, but eventually their
discoveries and equipment contributed to the technology used today to monitor
and predict the weather. For example, a scale was added to Torricelli’s glass
tube, resulting in an instrument called a mercury barometer that measures
daily changes in air pressure. As huge waves of air raise or lower the amount
of air above us, the amount of mercury in the glass tube rises and falls.
Scientists have agreed to call 29.92 inches (76.0 cm) of mercury “standard
atmospheric pressure at sea level.” Weather reports on television refer to
“high” and “low” pressure areas where the mercury level is above or below
standard atmospheric pressure.
Finally, Pascal’s insistence that one column of mercury be left at the
base of the mountain while the other is carried to the top of the mountain
is the first clear example of a “scientific control” that was used to test a
scientific theory. Given what you know about how atmospheric pressure in a
particular place changes from day to day, why do you think that this part of
the experiment was important?

Gradual Acceptance of the Idea of the Atmosphere
As the idea that the planets orbit the Sun was
accepted, the concept of a limit to the atmosphere
became more understandable. First, if air existed
between the planets and the Sun, the resistance of the
air would have long ago slowed the planets down and
they would have fallen into the Sun. The fact that they
did not change the speed of their revolutions suggested
that air did not exist in space. And, as Pascal’s
experiment confirmed, the layer of air got thinner and
thinner the further the distance from Earth’s surface.
It was reasonable to assume that at a certain distance
the amount of air became negligible.

50—80 km (30—50 miles) above the surface
of Earth, and is the coldest, with an average
temperature of -90°C (-130°F)! The largest portion
of the atmosphere is called the thermosphere and
exists from 80—480 km (50—300 miles) above
Earth’s surface. This upper part of the atmosphere
is the transition zone into space.
Where did our atmosphere come from? That
was an unanswerable question until only a few
decades ago. That’s the question we’ll consider
in the next chapter.

The atmosphere is compressed by its own
weight so that there is more of it at the bottom than
at the top. Any measurement of the height of the
atmosphere, therefore, depends on how much of the
atmosphere you want to include. Half the mass of
Earth’s atmosphere lies below about 5.5 kilometers
(3.4 miles). The lowest 18 kilometers (11 miles),
where most weather phenomena occur is called the
troposphere. It contains about 75% of the mass of the
atmosphere. The next layer, called the stratosphere,
extends 50 kilometers (30 miles) above Earth. These
two layers contain 99% of the mass of the atmosphere.
The mesosphere is the area of the atmosphere from
6
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Investigation

A Scale Drawing of Our Planet
Draw a series of concentric rings to represent Earth’s interior, its surface,
and its atmosphere. Choose a scale that best illustrates the following
information:
• Core. The radius of Earth’s iron core is 3,400 kilometers.
• Mantle. The layer above the core, called the mantle, extends 3,000
kilometers above the core.
• Crust. The outermost layer, called the crust, is about 30 to 40 kilometers
thick.
• Atmosphere. The layers of the atmosphere—the troposphere,
stratosphere, mesosphere, and thermosphere—are described earlier.
What difficulties do you encounter in trying to do this? What does your
diagram reveal about the relative thickness of the crust and the atmosphere
in comparison with Earth’s diameter?

Conclusion
This book is about Earth’s features and how
changing physical conditions may have led to the
evolution of life and to the relatively comfortable
world we know today.
As you read this book you may ask yourself
two important questions: "Why should I care about
Earth’s early history?" and "How could anyone
possibly know what conditions were like billions
of years ago?"
The answer to the first question is that
we live at a time when there is a great deal of
controversy about how humans are affecting
the environment. The changes that are being
discussed go far beyond littering the streets
(which we shouldn’t do) or even polluting the air
and water. It is possible that humans are changing

the climate in ways that may last for centuries
and that may affect the world of our children and
grandchildren. In order to understand the changes
that we observe today, we need to know how our
planet changed in the past.
As for how anyone could possibly know
what things were like billions of years ago, the
authors encourage you to be skeptical. We will
describe the evidence from fossils, the important
theories and experiments, and the history of key
scientific ideas in this field. But the history of
climate and life is still only partly understood,
and new discoveries are certain to be made as
you read this book! You are encouraged to ask
questions, and search the Web for some of the
latest discoveries.

For new material relating to this chapter, please see the GSS website “Staying Up To Date”
page: http://www.lawrencehallofscience.org/gss/uptodate/3lc
We invite you to send us new articles for the "Staying Up To Date" web page for this chapter.
Articles may be from local newspapers, magazines, websites, or other sources that you think
would be of interest to classrooms around the country. To send us articles please go to the link
http://lhs.berkeley.edu/gss/uptodate/newarticle.html and find the "Submit New Article" button.
Life and Climate—Chapter 1: Discovering the Atmosphere
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Chapter 2

2. Where Did Earth’s
Atmosphere Come From?
Early Ideas About the Origin of the Solar System
In 1755, Immanuel Kant, a German
philosopher, published his theory of the origin
of the solar system. Kant acknowledged in his
essay that he first got his ideas from reading a
detailed account of Thomas Wright’s theory of
the universe’s formation. Wright was a British
professor of mathematics and natural philosophy.
Kant’s ideas went beyond Wright’s and also
took into account Isaac Newton’s better-known
theory of gravity and the formation of the solar
system.
Kant proposed that first there was a huge
cloud of dust and gas in space. Under the pull
of gravity the gas molecules and dust particles
were attracted to each other, and so the cloud
grew denser and became smaller. As it did so,
the cloud began to revolve, at first slowly, and
then more and more rapidly. We can envision this
phenomenon as what occurs when an ice skater
pulls her arms in toward her body and spins faster
as a result.

Source: NASA

Over millions of years, the cloud became smaller and matter became
more concentrated. Eventually, the gas and dust formed a disk, and then
the disk broke into rings around the central core. From these rings the
planets and their moons formed while the remainder of the material in
the center contracted and became the Sun. A cloud of dust and gas in
space is called a nebula, so this explanation of the formation of the solar
system is called the “nebula theory.”
Kant’s theory is similar in many respects to modern theories of the
origin of the solar system. On the next few pages we will describe the
currently favored theory of how the solar system formed. We’ll end the
chapter with a description of Earth as it was about a billion years after
it formed, with an atmosphere in which human beings could not have
survived for more than a few seconds.
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Modern Ideas About the Origin of the Solar System
Our description of the current theory takes
the form of a storyboard for an imaginary movie
that represents scientists’ current “best guess”
about how the solar system formed.
Scene 1 (time: 5 billion years ago): The scene
opens with a magnificent, full-screen view of
our galaxy—three or four hundred billion stars
arranged in a pinwheel, with nebulae (glowing
clouds of gas and dust) in some of the spiral arms.
The camera zooms in on one of these clouds, and
we see that it is slowly spinning. A star explodes
nearby. Shock waves from the exploding star
compress the cloud, so part of it becomes denser.
The denser cloud starts to spin faster as it gets
smaller. This is the solar nebula—the cloud of gas
and dust that will evolve into the solar system.

Scene 2 (time: 4.6 billion years ago): While
Kant thought that the solar nebula would divide
into rings, modern theory suggests that the gas
cloud condensed into small chunks of rock and
metal. When two chunks collided, they would
stick together because of gravity. Bigger and
bigger chunks would be created in this way, until
huge balls of metal and rock formed, eventually
creating the rocky planets we call Mercury, Venus,
Earth, and Mars. (Gravity is the force that acts
between all objects in the universe, pulling them
together.)

Scene 3 (time: 4.6 billion years ago): Billions
of meteoroids—small chunks of rock and metal
in space—continue to orbit the Sun, occasionally
falling toward the large body that will become
our home planet. Occasionally, larger bodies,
called asteroids, slam into Earth, sometimes
adding mass, and sometimes blasting material
back into space.

Life and Climate—Chapter 2: Where Did Earth’s Atmosphere Come From?
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Scene 4 (time: 4.5 billion years ago): As
Earth forms, billions of meteors rain down
on it, heating it continuously. More heat is
added by radioactive elements. The heat
is so intense when Earth first forms that
its entire surface is a sea of molten lava.
Above the lava is Earth’s first atmosphere,
which probably consists of gases attracted by
gravity from interplanetary space—mostly
hydrogen.

Scene 5 (time: 4.4 billion years ago): The
hydrogen in Earth’s first atmosphere did
not explode because burning requires oxygen. Oxygen gas in our atmosphere comes
from plants, and there were no plants back
then. No plants, no oxygen, no explosions.
Eventually, the early atmosphere was lost to
space—either blown away by the impact of
a few big meteors, or the hot, fast-moving
molecules of hydrogen may have just escaped
Earth’s gravity one at a time. For dramatic
effect, our movie shows a large asteroid
striking Earth, blasting its atmosphere into
space.

Scene 6 (time: 4.3 billion years ago): The
daily bombardment of Earth’s surface by
meteorites slows, and Earth begins to cool.
While the crust solidifies, there are hundreds
of active volcanoes. When molten rock
from Earth’s interior moves closer to the
surface, the pressure on the molten rock
decreases, and the gases within it start to
form bubbles—in a way similar to uncapping
a bottle of soda and releasing the pressure.
We see the volcanoes ejecting ash and lava
as well as huge quantities of gas, resulting
in an atmosphere that consists of about 60%
water vapor, 25% carbon dioxide, and the
rest nitrogen and sulfur.

For new material relating to this chapter, please see the GSS website “Staying Up To Date” page:

http://www.lawrencehallofscience.org/gss/uptodate/3lc

We invite you to send us new articles for the "Staying Up To Date" web page for this chapter. Articles may be from local
newspapers, magazines, websites, or other sources that you think would be of interest to classrooms around the country. To send
us articles please go to the link http://lhs.berkeley.edu/gss/uptodate/newarticle.html and find the "Submit New Article" button.
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Scene 7 (time: 4.0 billion years ago): When
the atmosphere cools further, water vapor
condenses and forms clouds. When the clouds
cool even further, it rains. Eventually there
is enough rain to begin filling areas where
the crust is depressed, creating the early
ocean.

Scene 8 (time: 3.9 billion years ago): In
this scene, the ocean plays an important role
in stabilizing Earth’s temperature. Water
absorbs carbon dioxide, one of the major
heat-holding gases of the atmosphere. As
carbon dioxide is removed from the atmosphere, the entire Earth cools. (The ocean
is probably the reason why Earth did not
become as hot and inhospitable as Venus.
Today, Venus’s atmosphere is mostly carbon
dioxide and so it remains too hot for life as
we know it.) At the end of the movie—not
quite a billion years after our planet first
formed—we see that our oceans continue to
absorb carbon dioxide, keeping our planet
cool enough for life to begin.

Investigation

Timeline
Create a timeline representing the entire
history of our planet. Use a long roll of paper
about 2 inches wide (like the paper rolls used in
cash registers). In your timeline a paper strip 1
meter long will represent 100 million (100,000,000)
years. Cut a paper strip to represent the entire
history of our planet. How long should it be?

Using a felt-tipped marker, indicate major
events in Earth’s history as described in this
chapter. Using scotch tape or masking tape, put
up the strip of paper in your classroom so you can
view Earth’s history as one continuous timeline.
As you complete each chapter in this book,
use markers of different colors to add information
about the evolution of life and major changes in
climate.

Conclusion
Our planet evolved from a huge cloud of gas
and dust in space. The Solar System that we know
today—including Earth, our home planet—was
formed when gravity pulled together the tiny
particles of dust and gas molecules into a number
of large spherical bodies.
By about 3.9 billion years ago, Earth had
acquired an atmosphere consisting of water vapor,
carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and a few other gases.
There was some dry land and an ocean, but as yet
there was no oxygen in the atmosphere and as far
as we can tell, no life.
How Earth evolved an atmosphere containing
oxygen, and land and seas teeming with life, is more
amazing than fiction. It has taken the creativity of
thousands of scientists to figure it out. In the next
chapter we’ll start by looking at the evidence used
by scientists to learn about Earth’s past history and
the evolution of life—evidence embedded deep
within Earth.
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Chapter 3

3. How Do Scientists Play the
Dating Game?

Stretching through Colorado and Utah is the Grand Canyon, the deeply eroded river bed
of the Colorado River. The sedimentary rocks in this region were deposited over the past
two billion years, but the canyon itself was formed relatively recently—over the past two
million years or so. As the land was pushed upward from below, the river cut more and
more deeply into the soft layers of rocks underneath. Are there places near your city or
town where you can see layers of rock? Photo courtesy of Daisy Frederick.

Kinds of Rocks
Earth’s history is written in its rocks. But
before the 1780s, no one had figured out how to
read that history. In fact, the question of why
there were different layers of rock in a variety of
formations simply didn’t generate any interest.
True, Leonardo da Vinci had speculated that marine
shells and fossils found high on a mountain top were
the remains of plants and animals that had lived
at sea level long, long ago, but how that could be
was a mystery. It wasn’t until the late eighteenth
century that people began to understand how rocks
formed, which led to the knowledge of Earth’s
history that we have today.
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One of the first theorists was a German
mining engineer and naturalist, Abraham
Werner. He believed that in the beginning
there was a worldwide ocean which was deep
in some parts and shallow elsewhere. Fine
particles of sand and mud—sediment—from
Earth’s crust compressed as the water subsided,
and formed rocks, which came to be known
as sedimentary rock. Over time, these rocks
accumulated into layers. Werner also believed
that the different layers of rocks were formed
at different times.
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The Scottish naturalist James Hutton, who lived at about the same time
as Werner, agreed that some rocks were formed by sedimentation. However,
Hutton argued that certain kinds of rocks were formed by the cooling and
crystallization of molten rocks that came from deep underground. By the
1820s, geologists (scientists who study rock formations) generally agreed
that both Hutton and Werner were right. There are two ways that rocks could
form: either they are cooled parts of the molten interior of Earth—the igneous
rocks that solidified from lava or volcanic fragments—or they are underwater
deposits that have solidified—the sedimentary rocks. Later, scientists
recognized that a third kind of rock is created when gradual movement of
Earth’s crust reshapes sedimentary and igneous rocks under great heat or
pressure. These rocks are called metamorphic.
Sedimentary rocks gave the first clues to the vast age of Earth. The early
geologists observed how clay and silt were deposited at the mouths of rivers.
If the material deposited is sand, over many years layers of sandstone form.
If the material is mostly clay, a finer and harder rock called shale forms. In
addition, on the ocean bottom, the tiny shells of sea creatures settle and
eventually form limestone.
In places like the Grand Canyon layers of sedimentary rock are thousands
of feet thick. Since many types of sedimentary rock form very slowly, a great
deal of time must have passed while these rocks formed. When geologists
understood how sedimentary rocks were created, they began to realize that
Earth must be at least millions of years old. We now know that Earth is billions
of years old.

Sorting Through the Layers
Geologists determine the sequence of time
in Earth’s history by studying sedimentary rock
formations. Although all sedimentary rocks were
formed at the bottom of a lake or on the ocean
floor, today they can be found anywhere, even on
mountains! That is because rocks are sometimes
pushed up from below.
The arrangement of the strata—the
different layers—is called stratigraphy and the
principle that is followed in reading the layers
is superposition. This means that the layers of
rocks are presumed to have been laid down in
succession, with younger layers on top of older
layers.
The principle of superposition can be
illustrated by the following example. If you take
off your clothes and throw them in a pile on the
floor, someone examining the pile can tell which
article of clothing you took off last and which
you took off first. If a paleontologist (a scientist
who studies the life of past geologic periods) finds
a fossil in the top layer of a sedimentary rock

section and a different fossil below it, he or she
can report that the organism below lived before
the one whose fossil was found on top.
While the law of superposition is usually a
good indicator of relative age, in some cases the
eruption of volcanoes or other earth movements
tilt the layers of rock on end, or even flip over
huge slabs of sedimentary rock, disturbing the
orderly sequence.
In order to draw valid conclusions, geologists
generally compare the stratigraphy of different
regions to see if they give a consistent picture of
what happened when.
The recognition that different layers or
strata contain fossils of different living organisms
came not from a professional scientist but from
a British surveyor named William Smith. He
had long been interested in fossils and realized
that each layer seemed to have its own kind of
fossils. He concluded that a rock layer and the
fossils within it were of the same age. That is,
the different kinds of plants and animals whose
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remains fossilized were alive at the same time
that the stratum, or layer, was formed at the
bottom of a lake or on the ocean floor. The
deeper the stratum, the more ancient the plants
and animals. Some fossils can be found in many
different strata, while others are only in one
stratum, corresponding to a certain time period.
The fossils that can be used to identify different
strata are called index fossils.

For example, English geologists in Cambria,
England, identified certain index fossils and called
the period of history when those fossils formed
the Cambrian period. Much later, similar fossils
were found in layers of rock in the Grand Canyon,
thousands of miles away. Therefore, this layer of
rocks must have formed at the same time as the
layer discovered in Cambria, England.

How Are Fossils Formed?
The fossils embedded
in layers of sedimentary rock
formed in various ways. Some are
the hard shells and bones of longdead creatures that were buried
between layers of sediment.
Soft-tissue fossils formed when
leaves, fish, or other living tissues
became trapped between layers
of clay or other sediment and
decayed, leaving a space. Over
millions of years these spaces
sometimes filled with minerals
that leaked through the porous
rock and eventually hardened in
the shape of the long-dead plants
or animals.

This illustration of index fossils is
from Fossils, Rocks, and Time,
prepared by the U.S. Geological Survey,
U.S.Department of the Interior, 1994.
Geologists sometimes give geologic
periods different names. Compare this
chart with the geologic time scale on page
23. What difference do you find in the
naming system used in these two charts?
Check other textbooks and reference books
to see if you can find other differences in
the names given to geologic periods.

14
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The Geologic Time Scale
More than a century of research on stratigraphy all over the world has
led geologists to divide the history of Earth into segments of time. Just as
we divide the year into months, weeks, days, and minutes, Earth’s time is
divided into eras, periods, epochs, and eons. These segments of time make
up the geologic time scale, which helps us understand geological history
in the same way that a historical timeline helps us understand the flow of
human history. (See chart on next page.)
Time periods are distinguished by the kinds of fossils that have been
found in certain layers of rocks. Although there are differing interpretations,
the broad outlines of the geologic time scale, shown on the next page,
are generally agreed upon. We can interpret the readings of the rocks as
a work in progress. The rocks and their fossils offer us the best evidence
about our planet’s history.
Notice that eon refers to the longest interval of time on the geologic
time scale. The entire history of our planet is divided into four eons: the
Hadean eon when there was no life at all, the Archaen eon when the first
forms of life evolved, the Proterozoic eon when a wide variety of singlecelled life evolved, and finally the Phenerozoic eon—the most recent 570
million years, when nearly all of the multicellular life forms existed.
The Phenerozoic eon is divided into three
eras. You are probably familiar with the Mesozoic
era, when dinosaurs were the dominant life form
on our planet. The Mesozoic ended when 50%
of all plant and animal families became extinct,
including all species of dinosaurs. It is now widely
believed that the mass extinction was caused by
an asteroid, some ten kilometers in diameter,
Once the clues in the rock strata were understood,
that struck Earth somewhere near what is today scientists were able to describe a fairly detailed outline
the Gulf of Mexico. An even more catastrophic of Earth’s history. The various geologic periods were
event occurred at the end of the Paleozoic era, known from the rock strata, but just how long ago each
when about 90% of all plant and animal families layer formed remained a mystery.
became extinct. There are many different ideas
In the nineteenth century one method of estimating
about what caused that massive extinction—the
the passage of time was to observe the formation of
greatest of all time—but no one really knows for
sediments at the mouths of rivers and on the ocean floor,
certain what caused it.
and to measure how rapidly the sediment was deposited.
Following the Mesozoic era is the Cenozoic These observations made it possible to infer how long it
era, or the age of mammals—the era in which took for the layers of rock to form. This method yielded
we live.
age estimates in the millions of years, but there were
Each era is divided into periods. These too many variables. For example, in some areas the
represent important stages in evolution, when rivers flowed much more rapidly than in other areas, so
new types of fossils were found in the layers layers of sediment formed more quickly. Weather also
of rocks. The two most recent periods, the made a difference. During floods the rivers carried
Quaternary and Tertiary, are further divided into much more sediment than during droughts, when there
epochs. In later chapters we’ll revisit these might be no sediment formation at all. These time
periods of time to see how the climate changed estimates were therefore unsatisfactory. It wasn’t until
the twentieth century that an accurate time scale could
and how life evolved.
be determined. But the story began a few years before,
with the discovery of X-rays.

Early Dating Methods
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Eon		

Era

Period		
Quaternary

Epoch
Holocene
Pleistocene

Cenozoic

Pliocene

modern
life forms

Miocene
Tertiary

Oligocene
Eocene

Phenerozoic
Multicellular
Plants and
Animals

Paleocene

Mesozoic
Middle
life forms

Cretaceous
Jurassic
Triassic
Permian
Carboniferous

Paleozoic
Ancient
life forms

Devonian
Silurian
Ordovician
Cambrian

Proterozoic
Single-Cell Life

Precambrian

Archaen
First Algae

Years Ago
11,000
1.6 million
5.3 million
24

million

37

million

58

million

65

million

144

million

208

million

245

million

286

million

360

million

408

million

438

million

505

million

570

million

2,500 million

Precambrian
3,500 million

Hadean
No Life
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The Discovery of X-rays
Science is a process that builds on what is known (or thought to be
known) to explore the unknown. In 1896, Wilhelm Roentgen, a German
physicist, announced his discovery of
a previously unknown ray that could
pass through opaque substances, such
as paper, wood, and even human flesh.
He named the phenomenon the X-ray
because he did not know its source.
Roentgen’s discovery was sensational
and received worldwide attention.
Following the discovery of X-rays,
the eminent French physicist Antoine
Henri Becquerel began a series of
experiments to discover the source
of X-rays, and in the process he
discovered something else. He started
by using uranium salts, a compound
containing the element uranium which
is phosphorescent—it glows in the
dark after being exposed to sunlight. In
his first few experiments he wrapped a
photographic plate with black paper so
that no light could penetrate to darken
the film. He laid uranium salts that
had been exposed to the Sun on top of
the black paper. When he developed
the film, he found a dark spot where
the uranium salts had been. The dark
spot told him that rays from the glowing
uranium salts must have penetrated the
black paper.

Wilhelm Roentgen, in about 1895, with an X-ray of Mrs. Roentgen’s
hand. Photo courtesy of the Health Physics Society.

When Becquerel attempted to repeat the
experiment, he again wrapped a photographic
plate in black paper. He put a thin piece of
copper in the shape of a cross on top of the black
paper and sprinkled the top with uranium salts.
He expected that when the uranium salts were
exposed to sunlight they would absorb energy
from the Sun, and then give off X-rays. The X-rays
would darken the photographic plate, except
where the copper cross was located.
Unfortunately, it was a cloudy day, so he
placed the material in a cupboard for later use.
The weather continued to be poor for several days.
Out of curiosity he developed what he thought was
a useless plate and found that it had darkened
anyway, except where it was covered by the

copper cross. Becquerel reasoned that something
in the uranium salts must be producing rays that
could penetrate the black paper and darken the
plate, even without sunlight to make the uranium
salts glow. That meant the rays—whatever they
were—came from something inside the uranium
itself. The rays could penetrate paper and darken
film, but they could not penetrate a thickness of
copper.
Becquerel reported to the French Academy
of Sciences that he had found “rays of a peculiar
character” coming from uranium compounds. He
continued experimenting and wrote more papers
about his findings, but his work received little
notice. It seemed as if everyone’s attention was
focused on Roentgen’s X-ray. Partly because
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Antoine Henri Becquerel.
Photo courtesy of the Health Physics Society.

Becquerel’s mysterious rays were neglected
and offered something new to investigate,
Marie Curie decided to make them the subject
of her doctoral dissertation.

The Curies’ Discovery of Radioactive Elements
Marie Curie was an extraordinary
person. She grew up in Poland at a
time when women were not allowed to
attend college. She and her sister joined
a group of young people in Warsaw who
met secretly in homes of supporters to
discuss new ideas in politics, philosophy,
and science. Eventually, in 1891, she
moved to Paris where she enrolled at
the Sorbonne, which was one of very
few universities to admit women. After
three years of constant study, she took
the exams for a Master’s degree in
physics, and was first in her class. The
next year she earned another Master’s
degree in mathematics. In 1895 she met
and married a young French physicist,
Pierre Curie, who had already made
important discoveries of his own.
Marie Curie in her laboratory, approximately 1920.
The inset photo is her favorite picture of her husband,
Pierre, with whom she shared the Nobel Prize.
Photo courtesy of the Health Physics Society.
18
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As her lab notebook showed, Marie Curie started her research on
Becquerel’s mysterious uranium rays in December 1897, and in February 1898
she tested various compounds, including pitchblende, a rock that contains
the element uranium. Surprisingly, the pitchblende produced even more of
the rays than pure uranium. She reasoned that there must be an element in
the pitchblende that produced even more of the rays than uranium. That is,
it was more radioactive, a word invented by the Curies.
At this point Madame Curie’s husband, Pierre, joined in the research.
Together, their focus was on investigating pitchblende to find out what the
radioactive substance was. In order to do that, they had to separate the
radioactive substance chemically from the rest of the pitchblende ore.
This was done by a method that Madame Curie invented called fractional
crystallization. The process involved grinding and dissolving the minerals in
the pitchblende, then heating and cooling the liquid until crystals formed—
similar to the way rock candy is made by crystallizing sugar. Since crystals of
different minerals form at different temperatures, she was able to separate
different substances and test each of them for radioactivity. In this way the
Curies identified two different radioactive substances: polonium, which they
named for her native Poland, and radium, which was strongly radioactive.
The Curies were not members of the influential Institut de France,
the academy of science where such important findings would be reported.
However, Becquerel recognized the importance of their discoveries and
presented their report for them. Later, other scientists presented papers
for the Curies.
The Curies continued their hard work for
three more years under difficult conditions.
Originally, their laboratory was in the unheated
storage area of the school in which Pierre Curie
taught. Then, they moved to a larger but poorly
equipped space with a leaky roof. Despite the
limitations, they were able to carry out the careful
and tedious work of reducing several tons of rock
to tiny samples of pure polonium and radium.
Madame Curie completed her dissertation
with a description of their work and in 1903 was
awarded a Doctor of Philosophy degree from the
Sorbonne. Soon after, the Curies shared the Nobel
Prize in physics with Becquerel. Their work was
going well, but unfortunately, just three years
later Pierre was killed. He had collapsed in the
street and fell under the wheels of a horse-drawn
vehicle that was unable to stop in time. Whether
his exposure to radium contributed to his collapse
is unknown, since no one knew how dangerous
radioactivity is. Madame Curie took over his
teaching duties at the university and became the
first woman professor of chemistry. She continued
her work with radioactive elements, and in 1911
she was awarded her own Nobel Prize in chemistry.
She died in 1934 of leukemia.

It is interesting to note that in 1897 Madame
Curie gave birth to her daughter Irene. After Irene
grew up, she became an assistant in her mother’s
laboratory and married another research worker
there, Frederic Joliot. He added the name of
Curie to his own because his in-laws had no sons
to carry on the Curie name. Working together,
Irene and Frederic Joliot-Curie discovered how to
make elements that were not radioactive produce
radioactive rays. They received the Nobel Prize in
chemistry in 1935. Irene died in 1956 of leukemia,
the same disease that had killed her mother. It
is believed that their leukemia might have been
caused by overexposure to radioactive rays.
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What Radioactivity Meant to Geologists
The discovery of radioactivity
made it possible to finally measure the
age of rocks and then to construct a
time scale of Earth’s history. Although
rock types had been recognized for some
time and fossils helped in identifying which
strata were older and which were younger,
determining the age of Earth using a scientific method
was not possible before the discovery of radioactivity.

Radioactive Decay
There are 92 naturally occurring elements. Most of these are
stable. That is, the atoms of these elements retain their constituent
parts—protons, neutrons, and electrons—indefinitely. However,
radium, uranium, and a few other elements spontaneously eject
particles from the interior of the atom and become a different kind
of element. An atom of uranium, for example, gives off several
particles and becomes an atom of lead. This process is called
radioactive decay.
The atoms in a radioactive element do not decay all at
once. It is impossible to predict when any single atom will decay.
However, the rate of decay—the speed at which a sample of
uranium turns into lead—can be measured and predicted. A good
analogy is the prediction of automobile accidents. It is
impossible to predict when any given automobile will be
involved in an accident. However, it is not difficult to
predict approximately how many accidents will occur,
on average, every day in the United States.
Rate of decay for radioactive materials is generally
given in terms of half-life. Half-life is the amount
of time it takes for half of the atoms in a sample to
decay. The half-life of uranium is 4.5 billion years.
Measurements of the relative amounts of uranium and
lead in very old rocks and meteorites have led to the
conclusion that Earth formed about 4.6 billion years
ago.
Another element of great use to geologists is a
radioactive form of potassium that gradually turns into
argon—a gas. The half-life of radioactive potassium is
1.3 billion years. Potassium is one of the constituents
of the mineral mica. Mica is sometimes found in layered
sheets as a brittle, transparent mineral. Like other
crystals, mica formed out of molten rock. While it
was molten, bubbles of argon gas would have escaped.
But after the mica crystallized, the argon would have
been trapped inside. So, the method of potassiumargon dating establishes how long it has been since
the material being analyzed was molten.
20
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When
a
uranium
atom decays
to lead, it goes
through many intermediate steps. This
diagram shows an abridged version of
the decay process of uranium-238 to a
stable isotope of lead-206. Adapted from
Understanding Radioactivity by Lorus
J. Milne and Margery Milne, illustrated by
Bruce Hiscock, 1989.

Conclusion
Both stratigraphy and radioactivity are
essential tools in figuring out the geologic time
scale. Only some isotopes of some elements
are radioactive. Of those, only a few have
a half-life that is long enough to be useful in
dating. Therefore, geologists are not able to
find accurate dates for all rocks. However, by
dating rock layers that do contain pitchblende,
mica, or other rocks that contain radioactive
isotopes, geologists can then infer the ages of
the rock layers in between.
Thanks to the discovery of radioactivity
by Antoine Henri Becquerel, Marie and Pierre
Curie, and many others, geologists can now
determine the age of certain types of rocks
and gases. Wherever such rocks or gas bubbles
are found embedded in a rock formation, the
age of the formation can be determined. This
approach has made it possible to construct the
geologic time scale.
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Investigation

Simulating Half-Life
Decay With Pennies
In order to better understand how the idea of half-life is used in dating rocks, you can experiment
with a simulated radioactive substance that we will call “pennyonium.” A sample of pennyonium
consists of 100 pennies. Atoms of pennyonium decay to lead by emitting high energy particles. In
this activity you will need to work as a member of a 2- or 3-person team.

Materials
100 pennies

1 small box with a lid

Procedure
1. Create a chart and graph for collecting data
as shown below.
2. Put all the pennies into the container.
Imagine that the pennies represent atoms of
pennyonium, which has a half-life of 1,000
years.
3. Put on the lid, shake the container, and drop
the coins onto a table. Remove the coins that
are tails up. These coins represent the atoms
that have decayed to lead during the first 1,000
years.
Number of Years		

Atoms of

Since Sample 		

Pennyonium

Formed			

Remaining

0			
1,000
2,000
3,000
4,000
5,000
etc.

100

4. Count the number of heads-up coins remaining.
Enter this number in the data table to show
how many atoms of pennyonium remain.
5. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until there is just one coin
or none remaining. Each shaking represents
another 1,000 years.
6. Graph your results. On the vertical axis plot
the number of coins remaining after each
period of 1,000 years. On the horizontal axis
plot the number of years that took place in
your experiment.

Questions for Thought
1. Compare your graph with graphs of other teams.
Try to explain similarities and differences that
you notice.
2. How many years did it take for the sample to
decay from pure pennyonium to lead?
3. How many years passed before approximately
half the sample decayed?
4. Imagine that you find a sample of pennyonium
in a layer of rock and analyze it. You find that
out of 100 atoms, 13 are pennyonium and 87 are
lead. How long do you think it has been since
that layer of rock formed? Explain how you arrived at your answer.

For new material relating to this chapter, please see the GSS website
“Staying Up To Date” page:

http://www.lawrencehallofscience.org/gss/uptodate/3lc/

We invite you to send us new articles for the "Staying Up To Date"
web page for this chapter. Articles may be from local newspapers,
magazines, websites, or other sources that you think would be of interest
to classrooms around the country. To send us articles please go to the
link http://lhs.berkeley.edu/gss/uptodate/newarticle.html and find the
"Submit New Article" button.
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Chapter 4

4. The Beginning of Life on Earth

One fundamental question
that scientists have asked is: how
did life on Earth begin? Many
theories have been suggested in
answer to this important question;
we will present two of them.
First, however, we’ll describe the
most ancient fossils discovered
so far, and significant laboratory
experiments that have been
performed to determine how
life might have originated from
nonliving materials.

Artist’s impression of stromatolites growing in
shallow water more than 3 billion years ago.

What is Life?
Life is so complex that it’s not easy to
define. Try listing several characteristics that
you could use to determine whether or not
something is alive. Then, test your list by using
it to determine whether or not items such as
the following would fit the characteristics you
have listed: a cat, a cactus, a candle flame, a
chemical reaction, a computer.

Evidence of Early Life
One goal of geologists has been to identify
the most ancient fossils. The first step in that
process is to find the most ancient rocks and
to examine them for evidence of once-living
organisms. After many decades of research—
analyzing radioactive isotopes in samples from
around the world—geologists identified rocks that
were formed about 3.9 billion years ago. While
it is likely that some rocks formed even earlier,
they were probably melted by volcanic action or
the bombardment of asteroids and comets from
space.
Some evidence of once-living material was
found in rocks that are 3.8 billion years old, but
these chemical traces are not a clear indicator
of early life. Much better evidence of the first
living organisms was found in rocks that date from
about 3.5 billion years ago. These dome-shaped
structures, which are called stromatolites, range
in size from a small pebble to a mound that is a
meter or more in diameter.
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Stromatolites are composed of thin layers of calcium carbonate,
created by colonies of various microorganisms. Among these are singlecelled cyanobacteria, which are sometimes referred to as blue-green
algae. When the ancient stromatolites were carefully investigated with
microscopes, geologists discovered structures embedded in the rocks that
looked exactly like several species of blue-green algae that survive today
in the shallow waters of the Gulf of California and in western Australia.
Like most plants, living algae absorb carbon dioxide from water and
produce oxygen.
Finding the ancient fossils was one of the most important discoveries
in unraveling the puzzle of how life evolved on our planet. But like many
scientific discoveries, it raises a more profound question: how did life get
started in the first place?

The Tide Pool Theory of the Origin of Life
The earliest scientific theory about the origin of life on Earth was proposed
by Charles Darwin almost 150 years ago. Darwin imagined that raw materials may
have combined into lifelike organisms by chance. A likely place for this to have
occurred was at the edge of the ocean, in the intertidal zone, between high and
low tide marks. That is where we find tide pools—natural basins formed by rocks.
Occurring in many areas of the world, today’s tide pools are rich repositories of
marine life. Starfish, urchins, anemones, seaweed, crabs, and tiny fish abound
in these little pools, and are protected from large
predators and the pounding surf.
Darwin imagined what tide pools might have been
like before the first one-celled animals. When the
tide came in, salt water rushed into the pool, carrying
with it minerals and complex molecules that may
have formed in the sea. When the tide went out, the
water caught in the pool began to evaporate, which
left the minerals and complex molecules to cluster
closer together. As a result, they could easily join
into more complex groupings. Energy to assemble the
first living organisms and to support their growth and
reproduction was provided by the warmth of the Sun,
or lightning from storms. Any primitive organisms that
formed would have been refreshed with water and raw
materials as the next tide washed into the pool.
Life and Climate—Chapter 4: The Beginning of Life on Earth
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Creating the Building Blocks of Life
The first laboratory experiment to test Darwin’s theory of the origin
of life was by a young graduate student, Stanley Miller, who worked and
studied in the laboratory of the distinguished chemist, Harold Urey, at the
University of Chicago. In 1953, Miller put water in the bottom of a glass flask
to simulate the ocean or a pond. An electric heater kept the water warm
and allowed some of it to evaporate. With a glass tube, he connected the
flask representing the ocean to another flask representing the atmosphere.
He filled the second flask with a mixture of gases thought to be like Earth’s
early atmosphere. A spark gap in the “atmosphere” modeled the action of
lightning. To complete the water cycle, he connected another glass tube to
the “atmosphere,” and cooled the gases in the tube so that the water would
condense and “rain” into the “ocean.” Water continued to circulate through
the “ocean” and “atmosphere” for several days.
Eventually, a reddish brown sludge formed on the bottom of the flask
representing the “ocean.” When the sludge was analyzed, it was found to
contain amino acids. Amino acids are complex molecules that combine to
form proteins, which are essential components of plant and animal tissues.
Although amino acids are not “alive,” they are the basic building blocks of
life on Earth.

Stanley L. Miller.
Photo courtesy of Dr.
Miller.

Other experimenters have since replicated and modified Miller’s work.
In many of these experiments amino acids were formed. Unfortunately, no
blue-green algae or other simple life forms were created.

Recently, amino acids have been found
in meteorites that are 4.5 billion years old!
However, at the time this chapter is written, the
missing process or ingredient that would allow
living tissue to form from raw materials and
energy remains a mystery.

simulated
atmosphere
with lightning

water
condenses
in simulated
cloud
water
evaporates
from
simulated
ocean

organic
molecules
form here

Diagram of experiment by Miller and Urey
(adapted from The Universe and Life by
G. Siegfried Kutter, 1987).
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Even though Stanley Miller’s experiment did
not establish that living organisms can arise from
nonliving material, the production of the building
blocks of life provided some support to Darwin’s
tide pool theory. Other evidence also supports
Darwin’s theory. Scientists are now aware that
when Earth’s crust was young, it was covered by
a great ocean with rocky continents, providing
many locations for tide pools. In those days,
Earth turned faster than it does now, so tides
were more frequent. Also, the moon was closer
to Earth than it is now, so that high tides were
higher, and low tides were lower, making an even
larger intertidal zone. As Miller showed, the raw
materials necessary for life could have organized
naturally and could have been available in those
tide pools.
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Meet Kathleen Crane
The tide pool theory is one of several
plausible theories being considered by scientists
today to describe how life may have originated
from nonliving materials. A different theory is
that life originated at the bottom of the ocean,
where volcanic action provides heat and minerals.
A proponent of this theory is oceanographer
Kathleen Crane.
Dr. Kathleen Crane is an oceanographer
whose research has taken her all over the world—
from the frozen reaches of the Arctic Ocean to
coral reefs on the Virgin Islands. In this interview,
she answers such questions as: Where do you
think life began? What happened to the carbon
dioxide in Earth’s early atmosphere? Where did
the oxygen come from?
Interviewer: How did you get interested in
science?
Crane: When I was about 10 years old, I went
to a lecture by Jacques Cousteau. That’s what
got me interested in becoming an oceanographer.
I always liked the outdoors and wanted to do
something exploration-oriented. That meant
being either an astronaut or an oceanographer.
Interviewer: How did you prepare for your
current job?
Crane: I took a lot of science in high
school—every kind I could. Then I decided that
even though my parents wanted me to go to an ivy
league school, I would go to Oregon State because
I wanted to be out in the wilderness. I could not
major in oceanography as an undergraduate, so
I considered biology. However, I thought that if
I majored in biology I would have to spend too
much time in the laboratory, so I took geology,
where I would be out in the field most of the
time. I also studied German, which helps me a
lot because I do a lot of work with people from
other countries.
Interviewer: What did you do after college?
Crane: I went to Germany for a while to
improve my ability to speak German, and then
studied earth science in the Alps. But I kept my
interest in oceanography and eventually chose
to study at Scripps Institution because they had
the most ships that went to the South Pacific,
and I really wanted to meet people of different
cultures and see the world! In the early 1970s
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Kathleen Crane during the Antarctic expedition.
Photo by Olav Eldholm, courtesy of Kathleen Crane.

oceanography was a brand new field, so people
interested in it were not the typical lab types.
Oceanography was a precursor to today’s global
science studies because it really got people from
different fields to work together. Later I worked
at the Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory, and
now I’m a marine geologist at Hunter College in
New York.
Interviewer: (Shows photograph.) Where
were you in this photograph? It looks like
it was really cold.
Crane: I was on a Swedish ice breaker
expedition to the Arctic Ocean to celebrate a
Swedish explorer named Nordenskjold. The
King of Sweden was on board, as were about 100
scientists from 12 countries, conducting a wide
variety of research projects.
Interviewer: What were you doing on the
expedition?
Crane: We took measurements showing how
carbon dioxide is absorbed into the ocean. The
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reason that our atmosphere on Earth doesn’t have as much carbon dioxide as
Venus is because of the ocean. The ocean is like seltzer water. Cold water in
polar oceans holds more carbon dioxide. Marine plants and animals remove
carbon dioxide from the water. The animals incorporate carbon from the carbon
dioxide into their shells. When they die, their shells sink to the bottom and
becomes calcium carbonate, also known as chalk or limestone. The carbon
remains on the ocean floor, while the oxygen is released into the water.
Interviewer: What other observations did you make?
Crane: We also measured gravity. The amount of gravity in a particular
spot tells you about Earth’s crust on the ocean floor, whether there’s a
volcano underneath or less dense continental material, like granite. On the
day this picture was taken, I was with two other scientists. One of us had a
shotgun for protection against polar bears, while the other two took gravity
measurements.
Interviewer: What is your most memorable experience?
Crane: It was when my colleagues and I discovered hot vents near the
Galapagos Islands. When I was at Scripps, I decided to study the midocean ridge.
There was a big mystery at the time about why the heat flow measurements
near the ridge were so low. Since there were volcanoes, the low temperatures
were very surprising.
I thought it was possible that the temperature was being measured
incorrectly, and the area should be thoroughly explored. Eventually, we
received funds for an expedition. We used the “Deep Tow,” which is a remote
controlled underwater probe that maps the ocean floor with sonar and cameras,
and measures the temperature with thermometers. With all that equipment
we must have looked like the SWAT team of oceanography!
The thermometers told us
that, as I suspected, previous
temperature measurements
were too low. The temperatures
at the Galapagos vent site ranged
from 12°C to 25°C. A couple
of years later, black smoker
vents were discovered on the
East Pacific Rise pouring hot
water out of the ground like fire
hoses—with temperatures above
350°C!
Everywhere we pointed
the cameras near the vent we
saw huge clam shells. There
was enough interest about our
discovery to obtain funds for
a more detailed expedition in Alvin Submarine (National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration,
the submarine Alvin. I was the U.S. Department of Commerce, NOAA Photo Library, OAR/National Undersea
navigator. When we neared the Research Program; Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution).
vents, we discovered entirely
new species of animals, including giant tube worms up to five feet long!
Articles were published in National Geographic and other places, showing
these newly discovered life forms.
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Interviewer: What are some of the
implications of your discoveries?
Crane: Deep sea vents may play a major
role in driving deep ocean currents, which in turn
affect world climates. For example, the El Niño
current is an upwelling of huge amounts of warm
water in the Pacific that occurs about every five
years, and has a major influence on the weather.
It may even be possible that El Niño and other
deep sea currents are driven by the heat from
deep sea vents.
Another interesting possibility is that life
on Earth may have started in deep sea hot vents
near the midocean ridge. All of the amino acids
are right there, along with methane, ammonia,
water vapor, and carbon dioxide from the
volcanoes. The hot vents also provide heat energy
for chemical reactions. In addition, there is a
theory that sheets of clay may have assisted in
the development of life by providing structures to
help the organic molecules organize themselves.
Sheets of clay of this sort can be found near the
hot vents, formed by the hot spring waters.

Black chimney smoker seen through the view port
of the Alvin sub at a deep sea vent, deep under the
Pacific Ocean. The metal claw is a manipulator
arm from the submarine. (National Oceanographic
and Atmospheric Administration, U.S. Department
of Commerce, NOAA Photo Library, OAR/
National Undersea Research Program; Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution)

Interviewer: Where do you like to work most of all?
Crane: I like working in the Arctic, even though I
don’t like really cold weather! I have never seen an
environment more beautiful and pristine, with wonderful
animals like polar bears. It is also one of the more
delicate ecosystems, and has such an important effect
on world climate that it is very important to preserve it
in its natural state.
Giant tube worms at a deep sea vent. (National Oceanographic
and Atmospheric Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce,
NOAA Photo Library, OAR/National Undersea Research Program;
College of William and Mary; photo by C. Van Dover).
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Where Do You Think Life Originated?
Look back over the interview and summarize Kathleen Crane’s views
about these questions:
1. What theory does she suggest for where life might have begun?
2. Crane compared Earth and Venus. Earth has an ocean and Venus does
not. What was the effect of this difference?
3. What ingredients for life are found near deep sea vents?
Use Crane’s information and the previous tide pool origin-of-life point
of view to write a short essay in which you present your argument about
where you think life might have begun.
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The Importance of Scientific Arguments
Competing theories of the origin of life have provoked arguments in
the scientific community, because at present there is no strong evidence
that favors one theory over another. These arguments are essential to
the nature of science. It’s important to point out, however, that the
term “argument” has a different meaning in science than it does in
everyday language.
In everyday language, the word “argument” refers to an exchange
of ideas in which each person states an opinion as strongly as possible.
An argument may reduce to a shouting match in which each side declares
its position is right and, without examining the other point of view,
maintains that the other side is completely wrong. This kind of argument
is not scientific.
In making a scientific argument, a person defines all the terms,
assembles as many pertinent observations as possible, and presents them
in a logical fashion so that the listener will be persuaded that a certain
theory is correct and should be adopted. The listener, if not persuaded,
may cite other observations or analyze the matter differently. While
the process of scientific argumentation may not result in agreement, it
usually produces a clearer understanding of the evidence and ideas for
further research.

Conclusion
The discovery of ancient fossils indicates that 3.5 billion years
ago living organisms—probably blue-green algae—were growing
and multiplying in shallow seas. At present, there is no satisfactory
explanation for how these organisms arose from nonliving material.
Laboratory experiments have shown that amino acids, the building
blocks of life, could have arisen by chance chemical interactions, but
no one knows for certain how the amino acids combined to form living
organisms. There are, however, plausible scientific theories to explain
this, such as the warm tide pool theory and the possibility that life arose
near deep-ocean vents.
In Chapter 5 we will explore the next major development in the
evolution of life, the establishment of an atmosphere rich in oxygen.
For new material relating to this chapter, please see the GSS website
“Staying Up To Date” page:
http://www.lawrencehallofscience.org/gss/uptodate/3lc
We invite you to send us new articles for the "Staying Up To Date" web
page for this chapter. Articles may be from local newspapers, magazines,
websites, or other sources that you think would be of interest to classrooms
around the country. To send us articles please go to the link
http://lhs.berkeley.edu/gss/uptodate/newarticle.html and find the "Submit
New Article" button.
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Chapter 5

5. The Origin of Our
Oxygen-Rich Atmosphere
Today our atmosphere consists mostly of
nitrogen (about 78%) and oxygen (21%) plus carbon
dioxide and other trace gases (about 1%). The
nitrogen is injected into the atmosphere during
volcanic eruptions. The reason nitrogen is so
plentiful in the atmosphere is that it does not
easily combine with other chemicals.
Oxygen is of special interest because most
life forms depend on oxygen. Yet it wasn’t always
present in the air. How do scientists know that
there was no oxygen in Earth’s early atmosphere?
Where did the oxygen come from? What was
its effect on early life? The answers to these
questions lie in rocks that contain the element
iron.
Iron provides an important clue because it
combines so readily with oxygen. If you leave
an iron nail outdoors in wet weather, the nail
becomes rusty. The technical name for rust is
iron oxide (Fe2O3), which is a compound of iron
and oxygen. Many (though not all) rocks that are
reddish in color contain iron oxide. Iron can also
combine with elements other than oxygen.
In this chapter we look at two different types
of rock formations that incorporate iron: layers
of iron-rich rocks called banded iron formations
that formed before about 2.1 billion years ago,
and rusty red sandstone deposits called redbeds
that formed after about 2.1 billion years ago.
These two iron-rich rock formations provide
evidence that something unusual occurred about
2.1 billion years ago. Let’s find out more about
how these rocks were formed, and then consider
what that implies about the evolution of our
atmosphere and life.
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Redbeds in the Grand Canyon.
Photo courtesy of Daisy Frederick.

How Banded Iron
Formations Came About
Stir salt in water and it seems to disappear.
You know it’s there because the water tastes
salty, but it is no longer visible because the salt
has dissolved in the water. Other minerals such
as iron and silicon also dissolve in water. Similarly,
gases such as oxygen and carbon dioxide dissolve
in water. Water, in other words, consists not only
of water molecules, which are made up of two
atoms of hydrogen and one of oxygen (H2O), but
also molecules of a variety of other substances
floating in and around the water molecules.
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Like most other animals, fish depend on
oxygen for life. But fish live in water so they
cannot breathe as we do. Nor can they break
apart molecules of water to extract the oxygen.
Instead, as water passes through their gills,
they take in molecules of dissolved oxygen (O2)
that are floating freely in the water. Since these
oxygen molecules are not chemically bound to
any other substance, the gas is referred to as
free oxygen.
Geologists have identified some very old rock
deposits that they call banded iron formations
(or BIFs). These formations
consist of layers of iron-rich
sedimentary rocks of various
colors—blue, brown, red, or
black. Most of the iron used
today in cars, bridges, and
other applications were mined
from BIF formations.
A plausible explanation
for the BIFs begins with the
dissolving of iron in the early
seas. Iron from deep in Earth’s
crust could have entered
seawater as a result of volcanic
action, and would have easily
dissolved. The dissolved iron
would then have dispersed in
the ocean.
The element silica also dissolved in the early
oceans. Silica would have combined with some
of the dissolved iron and formed thin layers of a
dark rock, usually black or brown, called chert.
Chert cannot dissolve in water, so it would have
settled to the ocean floor.
You may recall that blue-green algae existed
in the early seas, starting about 3.5 billion years
ago. These simple life forms absorbed carbon
dioxide from the water, incorporated the carbon
in their tissues, and released free oxygen into the
surrounding water. When free oxygen encounters
dissolved iron, it immediately combines with the
iron, and iron oxide results. Iron oxide cannot
remain in solution. It falls to the bottom of the
ocean as particles of rust.

Above. Banded Iron Formation at Pico de Itabirito,
Minas Gerais, Brazil.
Left. Detail of the same BIF.
Photos courtesy of Lluis Fontboté,
University of Geneva.

During the spring and summer months, when
light levels increased, the blue-green algae would
have multiplied, releasing substantial amounts
of free oxygen into the seawater. The oxygen
would have combined with the dissolved iron in
the water and become iron oxide. The iron oxide
would then have settled to the ocean floor and
formed a reddish layer.
Season after season, year after year,
alternating layers of iron-rich rocks would have
been deposited at the bottom of the shallow seas.
Black and brown chert, which formed year-round,
would have created dark layers in between the
reddish layers. This process explains the layered
BIFs that we see today.
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How Tiny Organisms
Changed the World

Iron-rich particles being

Hillside with
iron-rich
rocks

Stromatolites and BIFs provide evidence
of how and when free oxygen became
abundant in the seas and atmosphere of our
planet. That change took place about 2.1
billion years ago when the oxygen released
by the blue-green algae finally used up all the
iron dissolved in the world’s oceans. Having
no more iron to combine with, oxygen in the
seawater increased. When the seawater
became saturated with dissolved oxygen, the
oxygen bubbled to the surface. The bubbles
popped and enriched the air.

Prior to about 2.1 billion years ago, a piece
of iron on land would not have rusted because
there was no oxygen in the atmosphere. After
Banded iron
about 2.1 billion years ago, when free oxygen
formation
entered the atmosphere, iron deposits on
land began to rust when rain or moisture was
present. Today, deposits of rust-red sandstone, dating from about 2.1 billion
years ago, can be found in many places. These are called redbeds.
The evidence of BIFs, which formed before
about 2.1 billion years ago, and redbeds, which
formed after about 2.1 billion years ago, indicate
an important turning point in the development of
life on our planet. Previous to that time there was
almost no free oxygen in the atmosphere. Then
the concentration of oxygen in the atmosphere
increased gradually, and some 500 million years
ago it reached its current level of about 21%. In the
early years, unknown organisms all over the world
must have been poisoned by this new chemical in
the environment. But some species adapted and
Stromatolites in shallow water. Photo courtesy
flourished under the new conditions.
of NOAA Photo Library, OAR/National Undersea
Research Program (NURP)
washed into the sea

How Oxygen Affected Life
When we think of oxygen, we naturally think of how we
use it—to breathe. But oxygen is important in other ways
as well. As oxygen continued to build up in the atmosphere,
three fundamental changes took place.
Tropical fish tanks often have an air pump that forces
bubbles of air through the water. Oxygen in the
bubbles dissolves in the water so the fish can breathe.
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1. Some carbon dioxide was removed from the atmosphere. Three or four billion years ago, the Sun was cooler
than it is today, but Earth’s early atmosphere was rich in
carbon dioxide, which warmed our planet. Because carbon
dioxide is a greenhouse gas, it trapped the heat of the Sun.
Then gradually, the Sun grew hotter. If our atmosphere had
stayed with the same level of carbon dioxide, Earth might
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have become like Venus—too hot for life to evolve. Luckily,
blue-green algae started to populate the early Earth.
Like today’s plants, blue-green algae absorbed carbon dioxide
from their surroundings. They incorporated the carbon into
their tissues and released free oxygen. When the algae died,
the carbon in their tissues was deposited on the ocean floor.
Over the span of billions of years, the reduced amount of carbon dioxide lessened the greenhouse effect, so Earth did not
overheat. Thanks to these tiny life forms, Earth maintained
temperatures comfortable for the evolution of additional life Living cyanobacteria, shown in these
forms.
photomicrographs, are related to the earliest forms
2. The oxygen-rich atmosphere stimulated the evolution of of life. Various forms of cyanobacteria make up the
life. How do you receive energy to live? By eating, of course. stromatolites shown on the previous page. Images
But food alone is not enough. The food needs to
by Michael Clayton, University of Wisconsin,
combine with oxygen to provide the energy you
Madison.
need to walk, talk, write, and think. The next
The earliest clear fossil
breath you take is the first step in your body’s use
evidence of life on land
of oxygen to release the energy from the food
is the eight-legged
you have eaten. Oxygen is effective at releasing
Trigonotarbida, similar to
energy because it combines readily with many
spiders. These organisms
different elements. Once life forms evolved that
first appeared in the
could use oxygen as a source of chemical energy,
Silurian period. This
many new microorganisms developed. Eventually,
illustration is from Karl
some single-celled organisms combined to form
Zittel’s 19th century
the first multicellular organisms. After sexual
textbook on paleontology.
reproduction began, evolution started to pick up
Image courtesy of the
Univ. of Calif. Museum
speed. An explosion of living forms—over millions
of Paleontology Web site.
of years—produced larger and more varied plants
and animals, including, eventually, us!
3. Oxygen in the atmosphere helped to shelter
Earth from ultraviolet radiation. As you have
Fossils called stromatolites tell us that about 3.5
learned, plants absorb carbon dioxide and release
oxygen. Oxygen molecules, composed of two billion years ago tiny single-celled algae began to grow
linked oxygen atoms (O2), encountered ultraviolet and multiply. As a by-product of their life processes, they
rays from the Sun. Those energetic rays broke the released free oxygen into the seas. In those early years,
bonds that held the two oxygen atoms together. the oxygen in the water combined with dissolved iron to
Some of them simply recombined. But some of form BIFs. By about 2.1 billion years ago, when nearly
the individual oxygen atoms combined with oxygen all the iron in the seas was used up, the free oxygen
molecules to form ozone (O2 + O —> O3). Ozone, bubbled to the surface and enriched our atmosphere.
the three-atom variety of oxygen, absorbs ultra- The presence of an oxygen-rich atmosphere helped to
violet radiation. As the concentration of oxygen keep the temperature of our planet at a habitable level.
in the atmosphere increased, so did the amount Oxygen provided a source of energy that stimulated the
of ozone in the upper atmosphere. Ozone helps evolution of a variety of life forms. And oxygen in the
to shield Earth from the Sun’s ultraviolet rays. upper atmosphere formed ozone, which protected life
Earth’s surface slowly gained some protection on the surface from deadly radiation. The oxygen level
from the Sun’s life-killing rays, and it was then reached its current value of about 21% some 500 million
possible for some life forms to emerge from the years ago. These developments paved the way for the
explosion of living forms that were to come.
protective ocean onto the land.

Conclusion

For new material relating to this chapter, please see the GSS website “Staying Up To Date” page:

http://www.lawrencehallofscience.org/gss/uptodate/3lc

We invite you to send us new articles for the "Staying Up To Date" web page for this chapter. Articles may be
from local newspapers, magazines, websites, or other sources that you think would be of interest to classrooms
around the country. To send us articles please go to the link http://lhs.berkeley.edu/gss/uptodate/newarticle.html
and find the "Submit New Article" button.
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Chapter 6

6. How and When Did
Complex Life Begin?
The Cambrian period. Many of the species
that evolved during the Cambrian period have
become extinct, but nearly all of the basic body
plans that evolved at that time are represented
by living species today. This illustration shows
a member of the species Hallucigenia, a strange
animal living during the Cambrian period.
Illustration courtesy from Yvonne Navarro

(http://www.yvonnenavarro.com).

Discovery of the Earliest Complex Life Forms
For a long time it was thought that complex
life forms, which can be seen without the aid of a
microscope, started to evolve during the Cambrian
period, which lasted from about 570 million years
ago to about 505 million years ago. Fossils from
that period have been found worldwide in marine
sedimentary rock formed at that time. The fossils
are perhaps best preserved in the Burgess Shale in
British Columbia, a western province of Canada.
Although these life forms may seem strange,
some of them showed the basic structure of living
creatures today. Among them are forerunners of
vertebrates and some marine creatures.
In 1947, a geologist who worked for the
Australian government, R.C. Sprigg, made a
startling discovery. In the Ediacara Hills in
southern Australia, Sprigg discovered some strange
fossils, looking somewhat like jellyfish. The fossils
were embedded in strata that were more than 600
million years old. Here was evidence of complex
life forms earlier than Cambrian times. Since
that finding, similar fossils from what we call the
Precambrian period have been found at more than
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thirty sites around the world. Because these early
fossils were first discovered in the Ediacara Hills,
they are referred to as Ediacaran life forms.
Using radioactive dating methods, scientists
studied these fossils. Their work showed that
Edicaran life flourished between 670 and 543
million years ago. They were soft-bodied marine
creatures. Although they looked like jellyfish, it
is still not certain if they were plants or animals
or another form of life. Some of the Ediacaran
life forms survived into the Cambrian period,
but the absence of fossils of most Ediacaran life
forms suggests that they became extinct. It is not
known if a catastrophe wiped out most species
from this early period, or if new life forms evolved
that were more successful at surviving and outcompeted the earlier Ediacaran forms.
In 1995, two Chinese geologists, Zhu Shixing
and Chen Huineng, reported that they had
discovered fossils of leaf-like multicellular life
forms that were much, much earlier than any
discovered before. These ancient plants lived
on the ocean floor, near what is now Jixian,
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China, 1.7 billion years ago. More than 300 fossils were found in the ancient
sedimentary deposit. The fossilized forms had various shapes and ranged
in size from one-half to ten millimeters wide and five to several tens of
millimeters long.
The early fossil record leaves us with some mysteries. Why did it take
nearly 2 billion years for complex life to evolve from simple single-celled
life forms? What started the evolution of diverse complex life forms? These
questions have kept global systems scientists busy for many decades, and
many interesting answers have been proposed. All of them are based on
some variation of the theory of biological evolution.

The Theory of Evolution
There is universal acceptance among biologists that the theory of evolution
explains the gradual development from simple life forms to the species we see
today. This theory was proposed in 1858 by Charles Darwin and also by Alfred Russel
Wallace. These naturalists had independently observed that offspring are rarely
just like their parents—slight variations or modifications occur randomly. Some
differences may reduce the chances that the organism will survive, but sometimes
the modification will enhance the organism’s chances to survive and reproduce,
and pass on to the next generation the new characteristic. Organisms, then, that
are best suited to their environments are most likely to survive to reproduce. This
process is called natural selection.
When populations were separated through
migrations or when continents separated and
drifted apart, the divided populations evolved
differently because certain individual
differences would have been advantageous
in one environment, but not in another.
For example, in colder environments the
development of fur or body fat would help
the organism to survive, but in warmer
environments such individual differences
may be neutral or even harmful.
When Darwin visited the Galapagos
Islands, he noted that certain birds called
finches had differently shaped beaks
on the different islands. He observed
that each island differed in its physical
features and plant life. Darwin studied
Drawings of finches from different islands in the Galapagos.
these birds and reasoned that they
From The Voyage of the Beagle by Charles Darwin, revised
had evolved from one kind of finch and
edition, 1860.
were now 13 species of finches. Over
thousands of years, Darwin reasoned,
some birds would have been born with
slightly different beaks due to random
modifications. The different physical conditions on the different islands would have
favored birds with one kind of beak over another. The birds that survived passed
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on their modified beaks to their offspring,
and eventually, a new specie evolved.
Both Darwin and Wallace drew
the same conclusion: if the isolation of
populations continues long enough—say,
several hundred thousand years—the
differences between populations would
become so great that individuals from
the two populations would not be able to
mate and reproduce. When they can no
longer mate, the two populations become
different species.
There are hundreds of studies
supporting the theory of evolution, and
the framework of this theory is the basis
for just about all scientific work on the
change of biological organisms through
time. The theory of evolution provides a

Galapagos tortoise like those seen by Darwin.

satisfactory explanation for how life evolved since the Cambrian period to the
present day. However, many biologists believe that the theory of evolution
alone is not sufficient to explain why life evolved so slowly for 3 billion years,
and then so rapidly 670 to 570 million years ago. What other factors might
have been at work?

Why Did the Rate of Evolution Change?
There is no agreement on any one theory
explaining why life evolved so slowly in the first
3 billion years of Earth history, and then exploded
some 600 million years ago. Let’s consider three
theories, all or none of which may be correct.
The development of sex. Simple one-celled
organisms, such as bacteria, amoebas, and yeast,
reproduce by budding or splitting off part of the
cell. This form of reproduction is called asexual,
since there is only one set of genetic material.
Asexual reproduction results in offspring that are
exactly like the parent, except for occasional
random modifications. About one billion years
ago, some life forms developed two kinds of sex
cells, the male gamete and the female gamete.
An organism would have either the male or the
female gamete, which was one-half the genetic
material needed to produce a new organism.
When male and female gametes came together,
a new organism, which inherited characteristics
from each parent, could develop. This process,
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called sexual reproduction, allowed for much
more variety than asexual reproduction. More
variations would have led to the evolution of a
much wider diversity of life.
Oxygen in the atmosphere. As described in
the previous chapter, the first life forms evolved
in an atmosphere with little oxygen. Early singlecelled life forms gave off oxygen as a waste gas.
Eventually, the oxygen accumulated until it made
up about 21% of the atmosphere. Oxygen made
possible far more efficient use of natural resources
by living organisms. It is possible that oxygen gave
life the “edge” it needed to diversify.
A change in the climate. Between about
950 and 650 million years ago, the global climate
was cool, and large areas of land were covered
with glaciers. By 670 million years ago warming
was well under way, creating large tropical areas
where evolving life forms might have greater
opportunities to survive and reproduce.
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Conclusion
Single-celled life developed a
few hundred million years after Earth
cooled and the first continents and
oceans formed. As far as we can tell
from fossil evidence, these simple life
forms were alone in Earth’s oceans
for 1.8 billion years before the first
multicellular life forms took shape.
It was nearly 3 billion years after
Earth formed that a wide diversity
of multicellular life forms began to
evolve.
This chapter describes three
recent theories of why life diversified
rapidly starting a few hundred million
years ago—sexual reproduction,
increased oxygen in the atmosphere,
and climate change—but no one knows
for sure.
Scientists cannot yet explain
why life diversified so rapidly in the
Cambrian period, more than 500 million years ago.
However, there is broad agreement that changes in
climate and in Earth itself profoundly influenced the
course of evolution. In the next chapter we explore
this connection.
For new material relating to this chapter, please see the GSS
website “Staying Up To Date” page:
http://www.lawrencehallofscience.org/gss/uptodate/3lc
We invite you to send us new articles for the "Staying Up To
Date" web page for this chapter. Articles may be from local
newspapers, magazines, websites, or other sources that you
think would be of interest to classrooms around the country. To
send us articles please go to the link
http://lhs.berkeley.edu/gss/uptodate/newarticle.html and find the
"Submit New Article" button.
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Until the twentieth century it was believed that
the first complex animals evolved during the
Cambrian period. The discovery of fossils from
soft-bodied animals in the Ediacaran Hills pushed
back the time when complex life evolved to a period
lasting from about 650 to 540 million years ago,
called the Ediacaran (or Vendian) period. The
three organisms shown on this page (brain coral,
radiolaria, and cnidaria) are related to these very
early animals. Photos courtesy of the University
of California Museum of Paleontology web site.
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7. Earth’s Shifting Crust
Dinosaurs in Antarctica?

The Continent of Pangaea

In 1991, exploring just 400 miles from
the present-day South Pole, geologists
discovered the remains of dinosaurs! This
discovery confirmed what many scientists had
inferred—that 200 million years ago Antarctica
had a warm climate, with forests and flowing
rivers, giant fern trees, dinosaurs, and many
smaller animals.
How could this be? Most geologists believe
that 200 million years ago this region was not
at the South Pole. At that time, Antarctica was
part of a huge land mass called Pangaea, which
consisted of all the continents we know today.
The rest of Earth was ocean. Gradually, the land
mass broke apart and the pieces, which are the
continents we know, “drifted” to their current
locations.
If that seems unbelievable to you, you’re in
good company. Before the 1960s most scientists
did not believe this could have happened, but
the theory is accepted today. That’s one of the
qualities of a scientific revolution. Ideas that
are accepted today once seemed unbelievable.
How the theory of continental drift came to be
accepted is a wonderful example of how science
works. By the end of this chapter you may
still think this theory is farfetched, but you’ll
understand the evidence that led scientists to
accept it. You’ll also find out what the theory
predicts about how Earth’s climate is likely to
change in the future.
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This map is shaped to show Earth’s entire surface.
From “The Evolution of the Earth,” by Chaude
J. Allégre and Stephen H. Schneider, Scientific
American, October 1994.

The Wrinkled Earth Theory
One of the early theories to explain how
the surface of our planet developed mountains,
plains, and valleys was the wrinkled Earth theory
proposed by James Dwight Dana, a respected
geologist from Yale University. This theory
was widely accepted by most geologists by the
early 1800s. According to this theory, Earth has
been cooling since its formation. The crust of
the cooling Earth had shrunk and buckled like
the wrinkled skin of an old apple, thus forming
mountains and valleys.
One quality of a useful theory is that it can
also explain other observations or problems that
arise. One of these problems was explaining
the finding of similar fossils on continents that
were widely separated by oceans. For example,
dinosaur fossils were found on just about every
continent. Those who believed in the wrinkled
Earth theory surmised that land bridges—such
as Atlantis, an imaginary continent—had once
connected today’s continents, making it possible
for animals to migrate from one continent
Life and Climate—Chapter 7: Earth’s Shifting Crust

to another. These land bridges eventually
disappeared under the oceans as Earth continued
to contract. That idea started a search for the
lost continent of Atlantis.
Eventually the wrinkled Earth theory lost
favor when it was discovered that radioactive
materials deep underground would keep the
planet warm, so that it would not cool and
contract. Also, Atlantis was never found—though
it formed the basis for some wonderful science
fiction stories.

The Theory of Uplift
In the 1870s, John Wesley Powell, a geologist
and explorer, led a series of expeditions to the
Grand Canyon and the surrounding region. Powell
wondered why the Canyon was so deep. He knew
that canyons were cut by rivers that sank deeper
and deeper as they slowly wore away the surface
of the land. Older rivers became broader and
slower. It seemed to Powell that the Colorado
River should have slowed and stopped cutting
channels long ago.
Powell suggested that the entire region
was slowly pushed upward, causing the river to
flow faster and faster, and to cut deeply through
thousands of feet of sedimentary rock. Powell’s
theory is widely accepted today.
Clarence Dutton, a geologist who spent
many years exploring the Colorado Plateau,
agreed with Powell and went further to suggest
a cause for the uplift. Perhaps the denser parts
of Earth’s crust sank to form the ocean floor,
while less dense regions floated higher to become
continents, mountains, and plateaus. Thus, the
force of gravity kept the continents and oceans in
equilibrium, so it was physically impossible for a
continent to sink. The lost continent of Atlantis, if
it existed, would bob to the surface like a cork in
water! Later investigations confirmed that rocks
that made up continents were generally less dense
than those that made up the ocean floor. That
meant that Powell and Dutton were right in that
continental crust would tend to float. However,
the equilibrium theory was not complete because
it did not explain why similar fossils were found
on widely separated continents.
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Major John Wesley Powell (right) is shown here with Paiute
Indian Chief Taugu during an expedition to the Grand
Canyon. Photo courtesy of the Smithsonian Institution.

The Theory of
Continental Drift
In the later years of the nineteenth century
and into the twentieth century, more and more
evidence was gathered pointing to a connection
between Africa and South America. Many fossils of
similar plants and animals had been found on both
continents. Moreover, rock formations in these
areas were very much alike. How could there be
such similarities in continents so far apart?
To explain the connection between South
America and Africa some geologists revived the
idea that a land bridge may have once existed in
the middle of the Atlantic Ocean, between the
regions we now call Brazil and western Africa.
However, no evidence of such a land bridge was
ever found.
Alfred Wegener, a German physicist,
meteorologist, and explorer suggested a different
explanation for the connection between these
continents. His idea was to become so important
that it eventually transformed the entire study
of geology.
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An artist who accompanied Powell drew pictures of
the expedition. This sketch shows one of the boats
of Powell’s expedition, dwarfed by the huge wall
of the Grand Canyon. (Image courtesy of the U.S.
Geological Survey, Exploration of the Colorado
River of the West and Its Tributaries)

Wegener’s idea was that South America and
Africa were once joined together in a single huge
continent. The continent split apart and the
fragments, which became today’s continents,
slowly drifted apart over millions of years.
Throughout his lifetime, Wegener was ridiculed
for his idea of continental drift. Now, his theory
forms the basis for just about all studies of Earth’s
crust.

The Denial of Wegener’s Ideas
Wegener’s theory was originally published in
German in 1915. Later, the book was translated
into English and published in 1924 as The Origin
of Continents and Oceans. In his book, Wegener
proposed that if the shapes of the continents were
cut out of a map along the edges of the continental
shelves (where shallow water ends and deep ocean
begins), then the shapes could be assembled in a
global jigsaw puzzle. Fitting together South America
and Africa along their continental shelves, Wegener
showed that mountain ranges and
geological deposits appeared continuous
across both continents—further evidence
that they were once connected.

Alfred Wegener was not the first to propose that Africa and South America
were once next to each other. Antonio Snider-Pelligrini, an American living
in Paris, had noted the matching coastlines of South America and Africa.
In 1858 he published a map reconstructing the continents as they may
have appeared if they had once been next to each other. However, SniderPelligrini believed that they were blown apart just a few thousand years ago
by the same event that caused Noah’s flood. In contrast, Wegener’s idea was
that the continents slowly drifted apart over hundreds of millions of years.
(Reproductions of the original illustrations from Snider-Pelligrini’s book are
courtesy of the University of California at Berkeley.)
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Wegener also applied his theory to
explain the formation of mountain ranges
where continents collided. He used
the theory to explain massive climate
change as the result of a continent
(such as Antarctica) that drifted from
the equatorial region toward one of the
poles. And he explained the similarity
of early life forms as having their origin
in the period when the continents were
united. Wegener called the united land
mass Pangaea, which means “all land”
in Greek.
Today, scientists are convinced that
Wegener’s arguments are correct. But
in his day, Wegener was ridiculed. No
matter how much evidence he collected,
most scientists did not believe him. It
was not that his evidence was wrong, but
rather that he had no satisfactory answer
to the basic question, How could a huge
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continent move through the dense rock of the ocean floor? Where, his
critics asked, is the force that could move the vast areas of land and
mountains of the continents? Wegener thought that the ocean floor
might flow very slowly, like dense molasses, but that idea seemed
implausible. His whole idea seemed absurd.
Wegener died in 1930, while leading a heroic effort to rescue
fellow scientists on the Greenland ice cap. Meanwhile, his theory
of continental drift died an equally icy death in the lecture halls of
universities and at research laboratories around the world. No one
could understand how continents could possibly move.
Eventually an explanation was found for how the continents
could drift across the face of Earth. The idea depends on convection
currents—the movement of fluids due to uneven heating. You can
explore convection currents in the next activity. Later in this chapter
we’ll find out how convection currents were used to support Wegener’s
theory of continental drift.
Photo courtesy of the Alfred Wegener Institute for
Polar and Marine Research, Bremerhaven, Germany.

Investigation

Observing Convection Currents
Materials
Each team will need:
• 4 styrofoam cups
• 1 clear thin plastic pan about 8 inches in
diameter
• 1 quart of cool water
• 1 medicine dropper
• 1 container of food coloring

• 1 cup of boiling water

This activity is adapted
from “Convection: A
Current Event,” LHS
GEMS Series, Berkeley,
CA: Lawrence Hall of
Science, 1988.

• 1 sheet of blank white paper
• tea leaves

If you assemble the materials listed above and
set them up as described, you will be able to observe
convection.
1. Set the pan on a tripod of 3 styrofoam cups placed 3.Put another drop of food coloring on the
upside down on top of a sheet of white paper. Leave
bottom of the pan, but about halfway out
the center open. Fill the pan 2/3 full with cool water.
toward the edge of the pan. Again sketch
Wait a minute or so for the water to stop moving.
your observations. Write a description
Carefully place one drop of food coloring at the
of what you have observed and form
bottom in the center of the pan. Insert and remove
a hypothesis that might explain the
the medicine dropper carefully so as not to stir the
behavior of the drops of food color.
water. Observe and make a sketch of what happens 4. Sprinkle a few tea leaves on top of the
to the drop.
water in the pan. If the hot water under
2. Stir the water to completely disperse the food coloring
the pan has cooled, replace it with a new
and wait for the water to again become still. Fill the
cup of boiling water. How do the tea
fourth styrofoam cup with boiling hot water. Carefully
leaves move? Can you explain the motion
slide that cup under the pan of cool water, until it is
in terms of your hypothesis?
under the center of the pan. Again put a drop of food 5. How might this activity relate to the
coloring in the bottom center of the pan. Make another
theory of continental drift?
sketch of your observations.
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What Causes Convection Currents?
In the previous activity you observed that water rises when it
is heated. Understanding why warm water rises is not obvious. It
is based on a change in the density of water.
Density is defined as the amount of mass (material) in a given
volume. Most substances become less dense when they are heated.
That is because the molecules that make up the substance move
faster as they are heated. The hot molecules collide with each other,
and push apart, so the same amount of material fills a larger volume.
Therefore, warm water is slightly less dense than the surrounding
cooler water.
The denser an object is, the harder it is pulled by gravity. A golf
ball and a ping pong ball take up about the same volume of space,
but the golf ball has more matter packed into it. It is denser, and
so it is pulled harder by gravity. You can feel that pull by holding a
golf ball in one hand and a ping pong ball in the other. The golf ball
is “heavier”; which is another way to say it is pulled more strongly
to Earth by gravity. Similarly, cool dense water is pulled harder by
gravity than warm water. When a region of water is heated, it rises
because it is pushed upward by the surrounding cooler water.

A hot air balloon rises
because it is filled with heated
air which is less dense than
cool air. As the air inside
cools, the balloon gradually
settles to the ground.

In your investigation, as the warm water in the pan spread out
on the surface, it cooled. When it reached the edge of the pan,
the water cooled enough to fall to the bottom and move along the
bottom to the middle of the pan, where it was again heated. This
continuous cycle, called a convection current, can occur with any
fluid that is heated unevenly. It can occur in air, in water, or even
in molten rock (magma) deep inside Earth.

Surprises at the Bottom of the Atlantic
When Wegener died in 1930, little was
known about the ocean floor. However,
technological developments in the next few
decades revealed amazing details of seafloor
mountains and valleys, and provided the
clues that led to the eventual acceptance of
Wegener’s theory.
In the 1930s, Maurice Ewing, a young
geophysicist, was innovative in using explosives
to investigate the ocean floor. With microphones
he recorded the vibrations, or seismic waves,
produced by the blasts of dynamite, after they
had reflected from various layers of rock and
soil. Ewing used the sound waves technique
to research the continental shelves, the
shallow water areas along the edges of the
continents.
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Maurice Ewing. Photo courtesy of The Columbia
Earth Institute.
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During the Second World War, Ewing worked for the Navy to help
develop methods to detect enemy submarines and to map the ocean
bottom. The technique he helped to develop, called sonar, also used
reflected sound vibrations, but the sonar sounds were more subtle and
the receiving devices far more sensitive than earlier ones.
After the war, Ewing explored the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, a long range
of submerged mountains in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean. Since
it was then believed that the Atlantic Ocean was very old, scientists
had predicted that Ewing would find sediments that were as much as
12 miles thick, and which might include fossils that were hundreds of
millions of years old. Surprisingly, however, he found little sediment
and no ancient fossils. Instead, he discovered volcanic rock, indicating
that the floor of the Atlantic near the ridge was very young.

A Rift in Earth’s Crust
Ewing wondered why the edges of the Atlantic Ocean floor were
older than its center. A clue was provided in 1953, by the work of Marie
Tharp and Bruce Heezen, researchers at the Lamont-Doherty Earth
Observatory. Tharp had the specialized training to create a map of
the ocean floor based on Ewing’s data. Meanwhile, Bruce Heezen was
researching the locations of earthquakes in the Atlantic. He used the
map created by Tharp to plot the locations of earthquakes. As more
and more dots were placed on the map, it became clear that there was
a pattern to the data.
During the next three years the Lamont-Doherty
researchers expanded their work to include data on
ocean depths around the world. The map that they
produced (on next page) revealed an immense 40,000
mile (64,374 km) chain of mountains, with a valley
running through its center, that winds its way through
the oceans of the world.
Tharp and Heezen believed that the underwater
canyon was a rift, or split in Earth’s crust, where new
volcanic material was coming up from the mantle below
and forming new material along the ocean floor. This
new material literally pushed aside the ocean floor
and the continents at the edges of the ocean. This
interpretation would also explain why the edges of
the Atlantic Ocean were much older than the middle,
and why the continents may be spreading apart from
each other.
In some places along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge,
volcanoes are currently active. New volcanic rocks
erupt through openings, or vents, building underwater
mountains. It was these vents that oceanographer
Kathleen Crane explored in a submarine, as described
in an earlier chapter.
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Marie Tharp and the map she created with
Bruce Heezen. Photo courtesy of The
Columbia Earth Institute.
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This map, first produced by Marie Tharp and Bruce Heezen in 1953, supported Wegener’s
theory of continental drift, and changed the way scientists view Earth’s geologic history.
This version was published in 1977. Reproduced with permission of Marie Tharp.
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The Eventual Acceptance of the Continental Drift Theory
Another piece of the puzzle was discovered by Harry Hess, a geology
professor at Princeton who had commanded a naval vessel in the Pacific
during World War II. Hess’s ship was equipped with a device that continuously
measured the depth of the Pacific
Ocean by timing signals as they
bounced off the bottom. With this
device Hess discovered a large number
of undersea mountains with flat tops. It
seemed to Hess that they were extinct
Volcanic Eruption
volcanoes that had been part of that
mid-ocean ridge where new volcanic
material was continuously coming up
Ocean
from the depths. Thrust up to the
surface of the ocean, a volcano would
Oceanic Crust
be exposed to wind and waves, and in
a few million years would be worn flat.
As new material came up through the
canyon, the older volcanoes would be
Mantle
pushed aside. Over millions of years
the old flat-topped volcanoes would
be spread further and further away
from the ridge, and gradually sink as
the crust of the ocean floor aged and
became more and more dense.

Hess’s theory of a spreading seafloor was
similar to Wegener’s theory of continental
drift. However, Hess was able to explain the
movements of the crust in a way that made sense
to physicists—something that Wegener was unable
to do. Borrowing an idea proposed thirty years
earlier by Dutch scientist Felix Meinesz, Hess
suggested that the source of energy that moves
the crust of the planet is the heat produced by
the decay of radioactive materials deep inside the
earth. This heat creates huge bubbles of heated
magma which causes molten rock to be pushed
up and out along the mid-ocean ridge and to
flow slowly along the surface where it cools and
becomes more dense. It is then pulled downward
again into the mantle. This may remind you of
the movement of the tea leaves in the activity
on observing convections currents. The principle
is the same.
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In 1964, Sir Edward Bullard, a British
geophysics professor, used a mathematical
theorem and his computer to show how continental
drift could have occurred. Bullard showed that
the continents were once closely fitted together
and that as segments drifted apart, they rotated
slightly. For example, if South America were
rotated slightly counterclockwise and Africa
rotated clockwise, they would fit tightly. The
same would be true in realigning the other
continents and bringing them close together to
form, in effect, Wegener’s Pangaea.
Bullard demonstrated his finding to geologists
at a special meeting of the British Royal Society.
His presentation supported the continental drift
theory.
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The results of continental drift over the past 700 million years.
Each map is shaped to show Earth’s entire surface. From “The
Evolution of the Earth,” by Chaude J. Allégre and Stephen H.
Schneider, Scientific American, October 1994.

Within the next five years more evidence came to
light that convinced the vast majority of scientists that
the ideas of Wegener, Tharp, Hezeen, Hess, Bullard, and
others were correct. The data included surveys of the
magnetic properties of rocks and studies of fossils on the
floor of the ocean. More recently, satellite measurements
showed that the Americas are indeed moving apart from
Europe and Africa, at about two centimeters a year. In
less than a decade the study of Earth had been completely
overturned. The revolution was complete. Scientists who
had spent their entire careers arguing against the theories
of continental drift and seafloor spreading turned their
energies to deciding how to apply the new knowledge.

Tectonic Plates and the
Evolution of Life
By the late 1960s, Wegener’s idea of continental drift
and Hess’s idea of seafloor spreading were widely accepted
and had a new name: the theory of tectonic plates. The
word “tectonic” is based on the Greek word tekton, meaning
“builder.” The “plates” are huge sections of Earth’s crust
which are nudged along the surface by convection currents
of the hot magma below. Nine major plates and several
smaller ones have now been identified. The cracks between
the plates allow volcanoes to develop there, and earthquakes
occur where the plates spread apart, collide, or push down
into the mantle.
The movement of the Antarctic land mass illustrates one
of several connections between the tectonic plate theory, life,
and climate. The breakup of the supercontinent Pangaea,
some 200 million years ago, sent the various continents on
their way to different climate zones. It was then that the
North American plate began to move away from its contact
with what is now Europe and Northern Africa and to allow the
Atlantic Ocean to form. The movement continues today. We
and all life on the North American continent are being carried
westward at the rate of between 10 and 20 cm per year. In
the past, life forms evolved as their huge “life raft” gradually
drifted to warmer or cooler latitudes. Many life forms did
not adapt to the changed conditions and perished, but others
adapted and survived.
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Shifting crustal plates also affected the global climate in other ways. Where two
continental masses collided, mountain ranges were uplifted. When the plate on which
India was located crushed against China, the Himalayan Mountains were formed. As
the distribution of land and ocean changed, so did the air and ocean currents, bringing
warmer weather to some parts of the globe and cooler weather to other parts of Earth.
In certain areas, such as the southwestern United States, huge plateaus were formed as
parts of continental plates were pushed upward from below, creating cooler weather and
subjecting the land to new erosion patterns.
The fossil evidence is strong that the merging and separation of continents profoundly
affected the evolution of life. Plants and animals can migrate when continents collide,
while life forms can be separated into isolated communities when the continents separate.
On a time scale of hundreds of millions of years, Earth’s climate has never been constant,
because Earth’s surface is always changing. The shifting of continents creates new habitats
and destroys old ones. Life must either adapt or die.
It is important to recognize that tectonic plate movements are very slow. Consequently,
the rate of change in climate due to such movements is also gradual. The huge plates
move across our planet more slowly than a snail’s pace. As long as climate changes slowly,
life can adapt. If climate changes swiftly, some species may not survive.

200
million
years
ago

The drawing at left illustrates the idea that the division of
the supercontinent Pangaea, about 200 million years ago,
contributed to the process of evolution. For example, after a
population of dinosaurs was separated, changing conditions
on the now-separate continents would have led to different
paths of evolution. The result would be different species of
dinosaurs descended from a common ancestor.

130
million
years
ago

Conclusion
This chapter began with a question: How did dinosaurs
get within 400 miles of the South Pole? The theory of plate
tectonics offers a logical explanation. The continent that is
now Antarctica was once part of the supercontinent Pangaea.
Around 200 million years ago, during the time when dinosaurs
dominated the planet, this continent was much closer to the
equator than it is now, and the climate of the entire planet
was warmer. After the breakup of Pangaea, Antarctica drifted
southward and gradually became colder. Eventually, the plants
and animals died and were buried in the ice, where we find
them today.

70
million
years
ago

For new material relating to this chapter, please see the GSS website “Staying Up To Date”
page: http://www.lawrencehallofscience.org/gss/uptodate/3lc
We invite you to send us new articles for the "Staying Up To Date" web page for this chapter.
Articles may be from local newspapers, magazines, websites, or other sources that you think
would be of interest to classrooms around the country. To send us articles please go to the link
http://lhs.berkeley.edu/gss/uptodate/newarticle.html and find the "Submit New Article" button.
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Chapter 8

8. Highs and Lows Over the
Past 750 Million Years

Volcanoes like Mount Saint Helens were responsible for major changes in past climates because of the important
role they played in the long-term carbon cycle. (Photo by Joseph Rosenbaum, May 18, 1980, courtesy of USGS)

Volcanoes that occur near the edges of
continents are called strato or ash volcanoes.
While they sometimes produce lava, they are
more likely to produce huge quantities of hot
ash and gases, especially carbon dioxide gas.
Where does the carbon dioxide come from?
Where does it go? and Why is that important?
The answers to these questions are related to
the long-term carbon cycle, which provides
a foundation for understanding why Earth’s
climate has varied, and how those highs
and lows in temperature have affected the
evolution of life.
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Earth’s Thermostat: the
Long-term Carbon Cycle
Venus has a thick atmosphere that is almost
all carbon dioxide. With the Sun’s heat trapped by
the dense atmosphere, the surface of Venus is hot
enough to melt lead. In contrast, Mars has a very
thin atmosphere, and it is a cold planet. Neither
Venus nor Mars has an ocean. Life as we know it
doesn’t exist on either planet.
Earth’s atmosphere is thinner than the
atmosphere of Venus but thicker than the atmosphere
of Mars. Our air has a small amount of carbon
dioxide (about three hundredths of one percent).
Earth also has an ocean. Our atmosphere and ocean
work together, acting as a sort of thermostat that
keeps the temperature of our planet from getting
too hot or too cold for life.
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Global systems scientists generally agree on a theory about how the ocean
interacts with the atmosphere and the solid crust to keep Earth’s temperature
within a narrow range. Over the years, details of the theory will surely change
as new information and ideas come to light. But here is a summary of the
theory—called the long-term carbon cycle.
1. Carbon dioxide in the atmosphere keeps us warm. The concentration of
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere today is about 350 parts per million. This
level makes the average global temperature some 33°C warmer than it would
be without carbon dioxide. This is because carbon dioxide and certain other
gases in the atmosphere absorb infrared (heat) energy that would otherwise
escape Earth’s atmosphere into space. This trapping of heat is called the
greenhouse effect. Carbon dioxide is the major greenhouse gas.
2. Rainwater removes carbon dioxide from the air. As droplets of rainwater
fall through the air, carbon dioxide is dissolved in the rain, forming dilute
carbonic acid. When the rain reaches the ground, the weak acid dissolves and
combines with minerals in rocks.
3. Carbon is trapped at the bottom of the oceans. Dissolved minerals flow down
rivers to the ocean where they combine with other chemicals and form solid
particles of carbon-containing rocks. Some of the minerals are incorporated
into the shells and skeletons of living organisms. These carbon-containing solids
eventually settle to the seafloor. These processes remove carbon dioxide from
the atmosphere, reducing the greenhouse effect and cooling the climate.
4. Carbon dioxide returns to the atmosphere. Remember the theory of
seafloor spreading? New volcanic rocks push upward at mid-ocean ridges where
they solidify and form a wedge of new material. The new material pushes
crustal plates away from the ridge center. These huge plates, along with the
limestone on the ocean
floor, move toward the
continents. Reaching the
1. Carbon dioxide in the
continents, the crustal
atmosphere keeps us
plates are pushed down, or
warm.
subducted, into the mantle.
2. Rainwater
When the subducted rocks
removes carbon
reach a depth of 100 km
dioxide from the
or so, they melt, and the
air.
trapped carbon is released
in huge bubbles of hot
4. Carbon dioxide returns
carbon dioxide and other
to the atmosphere.
gases. The gas bubbles
and particles of pulverized
rock rise to the surface and
explode. The picture of
Mount Saint Helens at the
beginning of this chapter
shows a huge cloud of ash—
3. Carbon is trapped at the bottom of the oceans.
pulverized rock from the
explosion—blasted into
This illustration of the long-term carbon cycle is adapted from “How
the air. Although carbon
Climate Evolved on the Terrestrial Planets” by James F. Kasting, Owen
dioxide gas is invisible, it
B. Toon, and James B. Pollack, Scientific American, February 1988,
is an important part of the
page 93.
blasted material.
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Each individual atom of carbon goes through steps 1, 2, 3, and 4
again and again, continuing the long-term carbon cycle. Happily for us,
Earth will never get as cold as Mars. Mars has no drifting continents,
so most of its carbon dioxide has either been ejected into space or is
trapped in rocks. With no oceans, Mars has no long-term carbon cycle
to return the trapped carbon to its atmosphere.
On Venus we find the opposite situation. Huge amounts of carbon
dioxide exist in Venus’s atmosphere. Since Venus has no ocean, it never
rains. With no rain, carbon dioxide remains in the atmosphere and keeps
the planet at a constant high temperature.

Highlights of Earth’s Climate History
If the long-term carbon cycle were to operate smoothly, cycling exactly
the same amount of carbon dioxide between the atmosphere and ocean
every year, the climate would stay the same all the time. There would be
no highs and lows. However, that is not the case. From time to time events
occur that tip the balance so that carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere
are reduced or elevated. If an unusually large amount of carbon dioxide
is locked on the ocean bottom, the planet will cool. Eventually, the rocks
on the ocean bottom are forced down into the mantle, where they melt
and release carbon dioxide back into the atmosphere through volcanic
action. The result of these changes has been swings in the average global
temperature, sometimes lasting millions of years. A history of Earth’s
climate over the past half billion years is shown in the illustration.

Chart of average global temperature

Average global temperature from Cambrian times to the present. Temperature estimates are
based primarily on the analysis of plant and animal fossils embedded in sedimentary rock.
(This illustration is adapted from The Evolution of Complex and Higher Organisms,
NASA SP-478. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1985, page 77.)
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The difference in average global surface temperature has
ranged from 10°C warmer than it is now, to 6°C cooler than now.
Although this doesn’t seem like much, the difference in temperature
corresponds to a huge difference in regional climates. During the
warmest periods, the climate on nearly all the continents was warm
and humid. During the coolest periods, huge ice sheets covered
much of the habitable land areas. When did the warmest and coolest
periods occur? What was life on Earth like during those periods?
Why were some periods warmer than others? These questions will
be explored in the remainder of this chapter.

Climate Near the End of the Proterozoic Eon
(750 million to 580 million years ago)
Glaciers are slow-moving “rivers” of ice that grind away bedrock. As glaciers
move and melt, they leave behind clear signs of where they’ve been, since they
deposit clay and rocks of all sizes in heaps in their path. One of the most remarkable
findings of recent years is evidence of glaciers in layers of rock from the end of the
Proterozoic eon. In fact, it appears that as many as four extremely cold periods,
or ice ages, occurred between about 750 million and 580 million years ago—just
before complex life evolved.
In order to understand what caused those
ice ages, it is important to know how Earth’s
continents change over hundreds of millions of
years. You may recall that about 200 million
years ago all of Earth’s continents were joined
together in one huge land mass called Pangaea.
Pangaea was just the most recent supercontinent.
Earlier, the continents were separated, and before
that they had been joined together into another
supercontinent called Rodinia.

making the planet even colder. Within 1,000
years, the temperature was down to -50°C. Earth
was in a deep freeze, with its oceans iced-over
to the depth of a kilometer. The authors of the
theory have called this condition the “snowball
Earth.”

How did our planet emerge from its deep
freeze? According to Hoffman and Schrag,
when the planet was completely frozen, there
would have been no rainfall. With no rain there
According to a theory described by Paul was no way to remove carbon dioxide from the
F. Hoffman and Daniel P. Schrag in Scientific atmosphere. However, tectonic activity would
American (January 2000), the ice ages of the have continued, since it is driven by the warmth
Proterozoic eon started about 770 million years from the decay of natural radioactive materials
ago, when Rodinia broke into smaller continents, deep underground. As crustal plates were
which were grouped near the equator. Each subducted, rocks would have melted, releasing
land mass was surrounded by ocean. Since more huge bubbles of carbon dioxide, which would
ocean surfaces were next to land surfaces in have been expelled from volcanoes. Eventually,
warm tropical waters, there was an increase in the carbon dioxide in the atmosphere would have
rainfall. This meant that more carbon dioxide in built up enough to thaw the planet and allow the
the atmosphere was dissolved by the rain, more long-term carbon cycle to resume. This sequence
continental rocks eroded, and more and more of events occurred four times toward the end of
carbon was stored in rocks on the ocean floor. the Proterozoic eon. The last of these four ice
With less carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, ages ended about 580 million years ago—just
cooling began, and ice began to build up at the about the time when a wide variety of life forms
poles. The additional ice reflected sunlight, evolved.
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Hoffman, Schrag, and others
have proposed that the explosion
of complex animal life may have
been stimulated by these severe
ice ages. Fossil evidence indicates
that before the deep freeze, Earth
was populated with single-celled
animals and simple plants. The
extreme cold conditions would have
wiped out all but some isolated
colonies of organisms near deep
ocean vents, or possibly on the
surface of the ice, where they
could absorb energy from the Sun.
Evolution proceeds rapidly when a
population is separated into isolated
colonies. That is just what occurred
Grand Plateau, Mt. Cook, New Zealand. Photo courtesy of Thomas Lowell,
during the “snowball Earth.” Each
University of Cincinnati.
time the climate warmed, these
colonies would have been able to multiply, move into areas that were just
becoming habitable, and continue to evolve new species through the process
of natural selection. Each new wave of extreme cold would have caused some
species to become extinct. At the same time, some isolated colonies survived
and evolved. By 580 million years ago, when Earth entered a long, relatively
warm period, our planet was populated by many forms of multicellular plants
and animals.

Climate During the Carboniferous Period
(360 million to 286 million years ago)
During the Carboniferous period, life began to multiply on land, and the first
woody trees grew into dense forests. These forests were an insect collector’s
dream. At least 500 fossil insects from this period have been identified so far,
including large cockroaches and mayflies.
The Carboniferous period began
with a warm climate, favorable to a
wide variety of life forms. Fossils
from this period indicate large areas
of forests and marshes with fernlike
and seed-bearing plants. Feeding on
these plants was a wide diversity of
amphibians—animals that can live
on land or in the water—and many
species of insects, some of huge
size. Fossils show dragonflies with
three-foot wingspan! Although the
Carboniferous is known as the Age of
Amphibians, it is also the time when
the first reptiles appeared.
Carboniferous forest. Courtesy of the
Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago.
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Toward the end of the Carboniferous the climate was bitterly
cold. Most theories hold that the cooling started with the shifting
of continents. In the earlier Devonian period, the continents in the
Southern Hemisphere had drifted and were joined together, forming a
large land mass that scientists named Gondwana. As Gondwana drifted
toward the South Pole, a glacier formed, and as the glacier became
larger and larger, its gleaming white surface reflected sunlight into
space—so Earth got even colder.
The large glacier at the South Pole tied up tremendous amounts of
water, which caused the sea level to fall and expose huge areas that had
previously been covered by shallow water. When naturally occurring acid
rain fell on those areas, the rain dissolved large amounts of minerals,
which mixed with carbon dioxide in the ocean. With more and more
carbon trapped on the ocean bottom, the greenhouse effect decreased,
and Earth cooled even more.
Most of the world’s coal, which is primarily carbon, formed
during the Carboniferous period. That is how the period got its name.
Geological evidence suggests that the coal-forming process started
when the south polar ice cap melted, and lowlands and swamps on the
continents were flooded. The rapidly rising water levels drowned forests
and marshes. Sediments smothered the plants, which decayed partially
and turned into peat. After thousands of years buried underground,
the peat transformed into coal. When the ice cap built up again, sea
levels dropped, and new forests grew, only to be flooded a few thousand
years later.
This beautifully preserved fossil of a dragonfly is from the Jurassic period. It is about
155 million years old. The wingspan of this specimen is about 15 centimeters (about
6 inches). The oldest fossils of this type of insect are from the Carboniferous period.
These earlier insects had wingspans up to 75 centimeters (30 inches). Photo courtesy
of the University of California Museum of Paleontology web site.
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Climate During the Cretaceous Period
(144 million to 65 million years ago)
The Mesozoic era is perhaps the best known geologic time span of Earth’s history.
Even young children can name many of the dinosaurs that flourished during those
times. The warmest part of the Mesozoic was the Cretaceous period. Almost all
the continents were inhabited by a great variety of plants and animals. Huge palm
trees grew at high latitudes, and coral reefs rich in sea life flourished.
No one knows for certain why it became so hot during the Cretaceous period.
However, sufficient evidence exists to enable paleoclimatologists—people who study
ancient climate—to piece together a plausible explanation. No large continents
were at the North or South Pole during the Cretaceous, so there were no polar ice
caps. Pangaea had split into a northern and a southern continent separated by a
large equatorial sea that extended nearly a third of the way around the world. The
warm ocean currents from that sea were deflected northward and southward as
they entered the huge world ocean that surrounded the continents. These currents
carried warm tropical waters northward and southward, and acted like a huge heating
system, warming the climate around the globe.
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Life in the Cretaceous seas. Copyright @ Karen Carr. This image is included in the GSS
series courtesy of the artist. The original painting was commissioned by the Sam Noble
Oklahoma Museum of Natural History. For further information about Ms. Carr’s work see
http://www.karencarr.com/.

With a warmer climate and no significant polar ice caps, the sea
levels rose worldwide and covered coastal areas with shallow water.
Huge deposits of lava and ash provide evidence of extremely active
volcanism during the Cretaceous period. Active volcanism meant that
large amounts of carbon dioxide were injected into the atmosphere
and the greenhouse effect increased. As a result of all these factors,
the Cretaceous became the warmest period in Earth’s history.
What stopped the warming? In a warm climate there is rapid
evaporation of ocean water and the formation of thick clouds. Clouds
shade Earth and reflect more sunlight into space, which has the effect
of cooling Earth. In addition, clouds increase the amount of rainfall.
More rainfall means that more minerals would be washed out to sea
where they would combine with carbon dioxide in the water to form
carbonate rocks. With rock formation taking carbon dioxide out of
the water, the ocean would absorb more carbon dioxide from the air.
Thanks to the long-term carbon cycle, the greenhouse effect then
lessens, and Earth becomes cooler.
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Investigation

Dissolving Rocks
In the laboratory, you can simulate the process of chemical weathering
by setting up an arrangement as shown here. This apparatus will allow you
to control drops of soda water (carbonic acid, H2CO3) to drip onto limestone
(CaCO3) for a few days, and collect the water that has passed over the rock.
Keep everything in your experiment the same, except that on one side soda
water (carbonic acid) is dripping and on the other plain tap water is used.
Next, evaporate the liquids collected by boiling
them on a hot plate or Bunsen burner until all
the liquid is gone. What is left? (If limestone is
unavailable, you can use calcite or marble.)

Extending the Experiment

limestone

Work with another lab team to decide on
a difference between your two setups that may
affect the amount of rock that is removed by
dissolving. Differences could be the kinds of
rocks used or the frequency, velocity, or size
of the water and carbonic acid drops. The
purpose of the experiment is to determine if
the difference selected has any effect on the
results. One setup might use limestone and the
other might use marble. Or if both teams use
limestone, one team might let the drops fall
from a height different from the other.
The two lab setups should be the same
except for the one variable. Why?

limestone

Drawing conclusions
1. Using the above information and the results of your
experiment, explain
• the rounded appearance of weathered rocks;

Reporting Results

• the difficulty of reading old tombstones;

After doing the experiment, prepare a
lab report that covers the following:

• how stalactites (structures of rock-like material
hanging like icicles from some cave roofs) and
stalagmites (rock-like mounds on some cave floors)
are produced.

1. Describe your experiment. What variable
did you test? What was kept constant? How
long did the experiment run?
2. Did the rocks change? How? Were changes
caused by water and a dilute acid the same
or different? What did you observe when
you evaporated the liquids?
3. What did you measure to determine the
effect of the experimental variable?
4. How did your results compare with another
team’s results? What was the difference
between your team’s experiment and the
other team’s?
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2. What are the implications of your results for how the
variable you tested might affect the weathering of
rocks, the formation of underground caves, or the
global climate? Does comparing your experiment with
another team's give you any more information?
3. What part of the carbon cycle is simulated in this
experiment? What parts of the carbon cycle are
left out?
4. Carbon is stored not only on the bottom of the ocean
but also in Earth’s crust in the form of coal and oil
deposits, and within the bodies of all living forms.
How might human activities affect the long-term
carbon cycle and what might this effect have on
world climates?
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Conclusion
In the previous sections we saw how the slowly shifting
continents and the ocean interacted with the atmosphere and brought
about changes in Earth’s climate. As climate changed, so did life
forms. Some forms adapted to new conditions, because the climate
changes were usually slow. Through natural selection those forms
that had the capacity to change and sufficient time adapted to the
new conditions. But not all species survived. Even during periods
when environmental change was slow, species would occasionally
become extinct.
The fossil record also reveals that at certain times in Earth’s
history events occurred that led to the massive extinction of huge
numbers of species all at once. In fact, there have been at least five
mass extinctions in Earth’s history. It has been estimated that of
all the species that once lived on Earth, only one out of a thousand
survives today. Many of the extinct species died during catastrophic
events. The largest mass extinction was at the end of the Permian
period. More than 90% of species living in the ocean and 65% of
species that lived on land became extinct.
Another important extinction event occurred about 65 million
years ago, when all of the dinosaurs and at least 50% of the plant and
other animal life became extinct. What caused these catastrophes?
In the next chapter, we’ll take a closer look at mass extinction events
and the theories that have been developed to explain them.

For new material relating to this chapter, please see the GSS
website “Staying Up To Date” page:
http://www.lawrencehallofscience.org/gss/uptodate/3lc
We invite you to send us new articles for the "Staying Up To
Date" web page for this chapter. Articles may be from local
newspapers, magazines, websites, or other sources that you think
would be of interest to classrooms around the country. To send us
articles please go to the link
http://lhs.berkeley.edu/gss/uptodate/newarticle.html and find the
"Submit New Article" button.
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Chapter 9

9. What Happened to the
Dinosaurs?

Jurassic Landscape. Copyright @ Karen Carr. This image is included in the GSS series
courtesy of the artist. The original painting was commissioned by the Sam Noble
Oklahoma Museum of Natural History. For further information about Ms. Carr’s work
see http://www.karencarr.com/.

For about 150 million years dinosaurs were
the dominant animal life on our planet. Then, 65
million years ago, dinosaurs became extinct. That
was bad news for the dinosaurs but good news
for the small mammals that managed to survive.
Since they no longer had to compete for food with
the large dinosaurs, the small mammals thrived.
Over time, the number and variety of different
mammals grew, giving rise to elephants, horses,
cattle, cats, dogs, humans, and to other mammals
that are on Earth today.
One of the puzzles that paleontologists
wanted to solve was why dinosaurs existed for
millions of years and then became extinct. This
chapter tells the story of the search for the answer
to that important question, as well as recognizing
that such an event could happen again.
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Conflicting Theories
Paleontologists have reconstructed a history
of life on our planet by carefully excavating and
dating millions of fossils. Using various methods
to date layers of rocks, as described in previous
chapters, paleontologists were able to determine
when different life forms first evolved, how long
they lived and changed over time, and when they
finally became extinct.
According to Darwin’s theory of evolution,
a life form might become extinct if a different
life form evolved that was more successful and
out-competed the original species for food. Other
reasons might be environmental changes, such
as radical changes in temperature or rainfall,
that made it impossible for some life forms to
survive.
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Especially puzzling was the discovery that at certain periods in
history a large number of species died at about the same time. When that
occurred the surviving species would over time evolve and proliferate.
These new life forms were different from the earlier survivors.
The last time a mass extinction occurred was 65 million years ago,
when the dinosaurs became extinct, along with 50% to 75% of other
species. As a result, the Age of Reptiles ended and the Age of Mammals
began.
Originally, paleontologists assumed that mass extinctions took place
over thousands or even millions of years, possibly because of long-term
climate change. Fossil evidence indicates that earlier than 65 million
years ago dinosaurs were beginning to decline and that some dinosaur
species had already become extinct. There were signs that the climate
had begun to cool, so perhaps some dinosaurs were unable to cope and
gradually died out. Or maybe small mammals were able to out-compete
the dinosaurs for food.
Then, in the 1980s, a group of scientists proposed a radical idea:
the mass extinction of 65 million years ago was caused by a terrible
catastrophe that engulfed our entire planet. According to their theory, a
large comet or asteroid struck Earth, causing fires, tidal waves, and huge
clouds of dust that blocked out the Sun for a year or more. Plants and
animals would have died by the billions, and only a few species would
have survived to repopulate the world.
Solving the mystery of what actually happened to the dinosaurs and
other animals and plants at the end of the Cretaceous period reads like a
detective story. Did the extinctions take place over thousands of years,
or in a single cataclysm? Let’s start the story with the more conservative
view that the extinction took place over thousand years by processes that
occur all the time—volcanic eruptions.

The Volcanic Eruption Theory
According to Vincent E. Courtillot, a
geophysics professor at the Institute of Physics of
the Earth in Paris, France, the extinction of the
dinosaurs can be explained by massive volcanic
eruptions. In the 1970s scientists became aware
of a huge series of lava flows in India, named
the Deccan Traps. Deccan means “southern” in
Sanskrit, and trap means “stairs” in Swedish and
Danish. The name comes from the appearance of
the eroded lava flows, which make them look a
little like steep stairs. The lava flows cover 10,000
square kilometers, and in some places it is more
than two kilometers thick—nearly a quarter the
height of Mt. Everest.
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In recent years paleontologists analyzed layers of rock in between some of
the lava flows. They found that the entire period of volcanic activity spanned
about a half million years—including the period of the mass extinction at the
end of the Cretaceous.
As Courtillot points out, the effects of a series of volcanoes would be quite
similar to the effect of an asteroid impact—but over hundreds of thousands
of years. He writes:
The first effect would have been darkness resulting from large amounts
of dust (either impact ejecta or volcanic ash) into the atmosphere.
The darkness would have halted photosynthesis, causing food chains
to collapse. . . .
Life would also have been confronted by large-scale toxic acid rain.
The heat of a large impact would have triggered chemical reactions in
the atmosphere that would in turn produce nitric acid. Alternatively,
volcanic eruptions would have emitted sulfur that would form sulfuric
acid in the air. (Vincent E. Courtillot, “A Volcanic Eruption,” Scientific
American, October 1990, page 89)

The Deccan Traps are extensive lava flows in India. These layers of
lava were deposited during a series of eruptions that occurred over a
period of about a half million years. The eruptions spanned the end of the
Cretaceous and beginning of the Tertiary period. Image courtesy of Dr.
Keith G. Cox, University of Oxford, Oxford, England.
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In support of his theory,
Courtillot refers to various studies
showing that the extinction of
species was gradual, or at least
occurred in several steps, over
hundreds of thousands of years.
One study he cites is by Gerta Keller
of Princeton, who found evidence
of a first phase of extinction that
occurred 300,000 years before
the end of the Cretaceous period.
She thought the extinction might
be due to falling sea levels and
global cooling. Volcanic activity
could cause the global cooling by
ejecting huge clouds of ash into
the atmosphere. She also found
another extinction event that
occurred 50,000 years after the
end of the Cretaceous period.
This finding suggests a series of
extinction events during and after
the Cretaceous, rather than just
a single catastrophe.
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The Impact Theory
Evidence in support of the extraterrestrial
impact theory was also found in rocks, the record
of Earth’s history. In many places between rocks
of the Cretaceous and Tertiary periods there is a
unique thin layer of clay. It was first recognized
by geologists in the 1970s. Since then, the layer
has been found in many areas of our planet,
suggesting that whatever occurred at that time
happened all over the world. Just what this
unusual clay layer meant, however, took years
of painstaking experimentation, study, and
much cooperation—and controversy—among
scientists.
Geologist Walter Alvarez spent summers
in the 1970s exploring rock formations near
Gubbio, Italy. Among other observations, he
noted that there were many foraminifera—a
form of microfossils, called for short, forams—in
the layer of rocks formed during the latter part
of the Cretaceous period. Just above the last
Cretaceous layer is the thin layer of clay, which
has no forams, and above that is the first Tertiary
layer, with a few forams.
Alvaraz became intrigued with the clay layer.
Why were there no forams in this layer? Was it
formed quickly? In a few days or months or years?
Or was it formed slowly over thousands of years?
What did this layer have to do with the mass
extinction, if anything?

of years, there would be time for the iridium to
build up to measurable levels. If the clay took
just a few months to form, no iridium would be
detected.

Determining the length of time for the clay
bed to form could be a clue in determining the
cause of the extinction: a short time would
suggest an extraterrestrial event, such as a comet
or asteroid, while a long formation period would
be in keeping with the idea of gradual change.
For help in figuring out how long it took the clay
layer to form, Walter Alvarez turned to his father,
Luis Alvarez, a Nobel Prize winner in physics and
professor of physics at the University of California
at Berkeley.

The difficult, painstaking analysis was
initially done by nuclear chemist Frank Asaro,
back in Berkeley, and he was later joined by Helen
V. Michel, a plutonium chemist. To everyone’s
surprise, the clay bed samples contained ten
times more iridium than anyone expected, while
the layers just above and below the clay bed
contained very little. It didn’t make sense that
so many more meteoroids would have fallen
during this period than before or after. But what
if one really huge meteor struck Earth at about
that time?

Luis Alvarez suggested looking at the
concentration of meteorite dust that had
accumulated in the clay. Dust from meteorites
falls constantly to Earth. Since this fine rain
of material from space is very light, we cannot
see it, but it can be detected by measuring the
concentration of the element iridium. Iridium is
common in meteorites, but uncommon in Earth’s
crust. If the layer of clay formed over thousands

The Berkeley group considered the
implications of their discovery of the iridium
layer. If a large meteorite had struck Earth at that
time, it would have created a huge crater. Could
evidence of it be found? The answer turned out to
be yes, but it took years of concentrated effort and
research on the part of many scientists, including
geologists, geophysicists, and paleontologists,
before the right crater was found.
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Luis Alvarez and his son, Walter
Alvarez, pointing out the K-T
boundary in Gubbio, Italy. Photo
courtesy of Walter Alvarez.

Foraminifera. Courtesy of the University of California
Museum of Paleontology web site.

The boundary between the layers of rocks laid down
during the Cretaceous and Tertiary periods is called the
KT boundary. The letter K comes from the German word
for Cretaceous, and T stands for Tertiary.

A Convincing Solution
All through the 1980s, efforts were made to
find the right crater. Various theories were tested
and evidence was gathered by teams of scientists.
Finding out what happened to the dinosaurs was
like a detective mystery. Eventually the mystery
would be solved with enough good clues, but in
the absence of compelling evidence the argument
continued.
Since the first findings at Gubbio, the same
clay layer has been described in more than 100
sites around the world. In addition to iridium,
the layer contains tiny grains of quartz which
had been shocked. Only a great extraterrestrial
impact can produce shock waves in rocks. In some
sites there were also microtektites—tiny drops of
melted rock resembling glass—which are another
sign of a cataclysmic event.
Despite this evidence in the KT boundary
layer, Courtillot noted that although iridium is
not common in Earth’s crust, particles of the
element have been found in material ejected from
volcanoes, which come from the mantle. In other
words, volcanic dust can contain iridium.
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As for the grains of shocked quartz and the
soot that were also found in the layer, Courtillot
proposed that these too might be caused by
volcanic eruptions. Volcanic eruptions can
be extremely violent, and perhaps if they are
violent and explosive enough, they might produce
shocked quartz. Certainly, hot ash and lava have
been known to start forest fires, and these could
account for the soot.
The argument continued until at last the
“smoking gun” was found! The long-sought
crater was discovered, buried underground on the
Yucatan Peninsula of Mexico, near a small town
called Chicxulub (pronounced Chic-shoo-lube).
In 1992, new methods of dating showed that the
Chicxulub crater was 64.98 million years old.
The crater was created just at the time when the
dinosaurs and other species became extinct.
The evidence at Chicxulub shows that a large
asteroid or comet struck Earth 65 million years
ago. The Deccan Traps provide evidence that
massive volcanic eruptions occurred at about that
time as well. Some scientists have speculated
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that the impact at Chicxulub triggered volcanic eruptions. Although the
volcanism that resulted in the Deccan traps started about 500,000 years before
the impact, it is possible that some volcanoes were triggered when the large
asteroid or comet struck, thereby adding to the planet-wide destruction.
Further support for the impact theory came in 1994, when a large
comet struck the planet Jupiter. Astronomers had predicted the collision
and were watching the extraordinary event. The comet had come too close
to Jupiter and broke into more than twenty fragments because of Jupiter’s
strong gravitational pull. As observed by astronomers using ground-based
telescopes and space satellites, each of the fragments caused a huge explosion
as it impacted the giant planet. Observers reported a spectacular scene with
disturbances lasting for months.
We cannot know for certain what occurred on Earth 65 million years
ago when the Chicxulub object struck, but scientists, using computers, have
simulated the probably sequence of events.
As described by O. Richard Norton in his book Rocks from Space (1998),
the object would have become visible about three hours before impact,
appearing like a star, and growing gradually brighter. Fifteen minutes before
impact it would have been visible as an irregular
shape, growing in size. When the asteroid or comet
struck, it would have vaporized as it blasted a crater
100 miles wide and 5 miles deep, releasing energy
equivalent to a billion-megaton nuclear bomb. (Or,
as Alvarez estimated, equivalent to the energy in all
nuclear weapons in all arsenals on Earth.) The blast
would have sent a huge plume of material into the
atmosphere and into space.
Shock waves from the blast would have created
enormous tidal waves several thousand feet high,
which would have reached hundreds of miles inland,
drowning and crushing everything in their paths. The
blast would also have created winds of hundreds of
miles per hour, and storms would have raged for
weeks.

The map shows the region of the
Yucatan Peninsula in Mexico where
the Chicxulub crater was discovered.
The image above shows differences
in gravitational attraction, revealing
the crater hidden underground.
(Photo courtesy of Virgil L. Sharpton,
Department of Geology and Geophysics,
University of Alaska, Fairbanks. )
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Intense heat from the blast and from hot ash raining back on the
planet would have started forest fires which could have burned as
much as 50% of the planet’s forests. The intense heat and pressure
would also have caused chemical reactions in the atmosphere that
would create acid rain, killing many of the remaining organisms in
a powerful acid bath.
Perhaps most devastating of all was the huge cloud consisting
of material ejected from the impact site, with the addition of
smoke from worldwide forest fires. The cloud would have blocked
out sunlight completely for months or possibly years. Temperatures
would have dropped precipitously. Deprived of sunlight and frozen,
most plants and animals would not have survived. Animals that did
survive the initial onslaught would have perished when they found
nothing to eat. Only a few of the hardiest organisms that were lucky
enough to be in a few protected areas would have survived.

There is much fascinating
reading material available
about the extinction of the
dinosaurs and this major
event in the evolution of
life on our planet. A small
book by Walter Alvarez,
entitled T. rex and the
Crater of Doom, is highly
recommended.

Conclusion
We will probably never know for sure if either a large impact or massive
volcanism alone caused the death of the dinosaurs. There is evidence of active
volcanism at the end of the Cretaceous period and of a powerful asteroid or
comet impact precisely between the Cretaceous and Tertiary periods. Either
one or both of these events would have had a profound effect on life forms
at that time, and as we now know, the majority of species did not survive the
event. We also know that it took many thousands of years for a diversity of
life forms to repopulate Earth.
In reflecting on what occurred 65 million
years ago, we can’t help but wonder: is it likely
to happen again? Ever since the Chicxulub crater
• Even more recently, some time between 50,000
was found, this question has received more and
and 20,000 years ago, a large iron meteorite
more attention from scientists. In brief, findings
crashed in the Arizona desert. Known as the
to date include the following:
Barringer Meteor Crater (for the man who
• Scientists have located about 150 impact crater
filed a claim to the land in 1903), it is the
sites on our home planet.
best preserved crater in the world. It is about
4,000 feet wide and 750 feet deep. Privately
• Two large impact craters, one in Russia that is
owned, it is a popular tourist attraction. The
about 100 kilometers in diameter, and another
Barringer Meteor would not have caused worldin Chesapeake Bay, not far from what today
wide destruction, but it would have devastated
is Washington, D.C., coincide with a minor
life for hundreds, and even thousands of miles
extinction of species at the end of the Eocene
of the impact site.
period, about 35 million years ago.
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• Astronomers have begun to track asteroids whose orbits
bring them close to Earth. Scientists could then sound a
warning and possibly even develop methods of deflecting
the asteroid from its path. However, some comets
approach the inner solar system on orbits that require
hundreds or thousands of years to complete, which would
make early warning not possible.
Major impact events have happened in the past and
are likely to happen again in the future. Luckily, really
large impacts do not occur often, and they are unlikely
to occur within the lifetime of anyone now on this planet.
However, impacts from space continue to be studied to better
understand both the forces that have shaped life on Earth
and the potential danger of future collisions.

The Barringer
Meteor Crater is
nearly a mile wide.

For new material relating to this chapter, please see the GSS website “Staying Up To
Date” page: http://www.lawrencehallofscience.org/gss/uptodate/3lc
We invite you to send us new articles for the "Staying Up To Date" web page for this
chapter. Articles may be from local newspapers, magazines, websites, or other sources
that you think would be of interest to classrooms around the country. To send us
articles please go to the link http://lhs.berkeley.edu/gss/uptodate/newarticle.html and
find the "Submit New Article" button.
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Chapter 10

10. The Ice Ages
The Climate Record
During the Cretaceous period,
the dinosaurs enjoyed a climate
much warmer than we have today;
however, other periods were much
colder than it is now. In recent years
paleoclimatologists (scientists who
study past climates during the Earth’s
history) have gathered evidence of
ice ages and developed reasonable
theories to explain their causes. A
number of factors caused each of
the ice ages and the warmer periods
between them. The list on the next
page identifies the major ice ages, and
one or two of the leading theories of
why they occurred.

Modern Theories of the Major Ice Ages

Approximate Dates
2.4—2.2 billion
years ago

The first living cells absorbed carbon dioxide, which lowered the concentration
of that gas in the atmosphere. Since carbon dioxide is a greenhouse gas, the
global climate cooled.

750—580 million
years ago

The coldest ice age, sometimes called “snowball Earth,” occurred after the
supercontinent Rodinia broke apart. A chain of events reduced carbon dioxide
in the atmosphere. The climate warmed intermittently when repeated volcanic
eruptions increased carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.

440—430 million
years ago

The evolution and spread of land plants may have caused an ice age. Plants absorb
carbon dioxide. With less carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, the greenhouse
effect was reduced and global temperatures dropped.

300—260 million
years ago

33 million to
11,000 years ago
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At least four ice ages occurred near the end of the Carboniferous and the beginning
of the Permian period. The first one started when ice sheets on a massive land
mass positioned over the South Pole reflected a large portion of the sunlight into
space, which decreased the heating of the South Pole.
Cooling began when continents collided, resulting in the build up of mountain
ranges and plateaus. Then Antarctica drifted over the South Pole, allowing ice
sheets to form and reflect sunlight into space. Finally, in the last three million
years, it became cool enough for minor variations in Earth’s orbit to cause the
most recent series of ice ages.
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Evidence of Past Climate Change
“To understand the present we must remember the past” is the saying
of the historian. In science, too, one of the best ways to comprehend the
times in which we live is to study the past. To study the history of the Earth’s
climate, scientists leave their classrooms and laboratories. They climb
mountains, go to sea, travel to the North and South Poles, and visit the very
bottom of the ocean.
For over one hundred years, scientists have known that the climate has
not always been like it is today. Recent ice ages have left their mark on the
landscape. Glaciers carved deep valleys, such as Yosemite in California, and
polished smooth rocks in the Adirondack Mountains in New York. The rivers
of moving ice carried tons of rounded rocks and huge boulders, too heavy
to have been transported by rivers and streams, hundred of kilometers from
their point of origin. These features of the landscape helped scientists mark
the path of past glaciers, but these signs of past glaciers do not tell us when
or why ice ages occurred.
Putting together a record of past climate changes is a challenging
undertaking. Nobody was around to take measurements. The only witnesses
are the silent rocks, glaciers, and ocean sediments. Teasing information out
of them has been the work of many investigators, using different tools and
techniques. Just as historians have learned to read the dead languages of
the past, scientists have learned to read the record left in layers of sediment
at the bottom of lakes, in fossil remains in the depths of the ocean, and in
layers of ice laid down winter after winter.
In this chapter we’ll visit some of the
coldest places on Earth to find out how today’s
paleoclimatologists read the record of past
climates that is locked in glaciers. First, we will
look at methods that were developed by some of
the earlier paleoclimatologists. These methods
provided the first glimpses of earlier climates.
When modern methods of climate determination
were later invented, the older techniques supplied
a way to confirm the results and helped scientists
develop confidence in their new approaches.

Tree rings and climate
As part of a tree’s growth, a new layer or
ring of cells is added to its trunk each year. The
number of rings, then, represents the number of
years the tree has been alive. During spring and
summer, in temperate climate regions, water and
nutrients are available to enable a tree to grow.
Long, wet summers are better for tree growth
than cool, dry summers. During the winter months
when water and nutrients are typically frozen or
unavailable, trees in the temperate zone do not
grow. Thus, by observing the rings of a tree we see
the pattern of each year’s growth and can make
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Cross section of a tree trunk showing yearly
growth rings. Use a magnifying glass to
determine how many years this tree grew before
being cut down. Photo from “Trees of the Forest:
Their Beauty and Use,” U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Washington, DC: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1967.
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conclusions about the growing conditions:
thicker rings represent better growing seasons
than do thinner rings. In this way, the rings of
a tree provide a record of the climate in the
region where the tree lived, during the time
that the tree was alive.
The oldest trees in the world are the
bristlecone pines in the White Mountains of
California. These trees can live about 5,000
years. Most trees, however, live for only dozens
or hundreds of years, so tree rings provide a
climate record that does not extend very far
into Earth’s past. It is important to note that
a tree does not have to be cut down to study
tree rings. A small instrument called a borer is
used to drill a core sample out of the tree.

Scientist using a borer to
extract a core. The core can
be used to determine the age
of the tree without causing
serious damage.Photo from
“Tree Rings: Timekeepers of
the Past,” U.S. Department
of the Interior, Washington,
DC: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1994.

What we can learn from pollen and spores
In spring, pollen from nearby trees dusts
the surfaces of many lakes. The pollen soaks up
water and then sinks to become part of a layer
of bottom sediments. Pollen grains from each
species of plant have distinctive shapes, and their
hard outer shells are readily preserved.
Scientists use a hollow drill to extract a core
of bottom sediments deposited over thousands
of years. In analyzing the sediment core, it is
possible to distinguish annual layers by their
appearance. Sediments contain particles of
various sizes, ranging from tiny bits of clay to sand
and large pebbles. These particles form annual
layers, with thin layers of clay, formed during
dry seasons, alternating with layers of sand and
pebbles during rainy seasons.
The process of analyzing a core involves
counting layers of sediment to determine when
a particular layer formed, and then putting
samples of the sediment under a microscope to
identify pollen grains in that layer. By identifying
the mix of plants that surrounded the lake,
paleoclimatologists can infer what the climate
must have been when that layer was deposited.

There are three major climate zones: tropical, temperate,
and polar. A temperate climate is characterized by a
moderate or mild climate that consists of four seasons
(winter, spring, summer, and autumn).

What beetles can tell us
The scurrying behavior of beetles seems at
first glance to be far removed from considerations
of global importance, but study of the migrations
of beetle populations can tell us much about
ancient climates. Many species of beetles have
existed without change for long periods of time.
Since the hard body parts of beetles fossilize
readily, their remains are found in great numbers
in sedimentary deposits. It is possible to identify
the species of beetles from these fossils and to

Image from
Corel Mega
Gallery

Photos of pollen grains and spores taken through a microscope.
Each object is about one one-hundredth of a millimeter in
diameter. Photos courtesy of the US Geological Survey
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compare them with species alive today. By identifying the
species, we know the approximate range of temperatures that
must have existed at that time. And, by using the various
dating methods described in Chapter 3, we can determine
when the beetles died. From such painstaking studies,
scientists have been able to estimate the time and depth of
ice ages over the past 50,000 years.

Loess and the ice ages
Glaciers are massive accumulations of ice that slowly
move. Mountain glaciers are found in many parts of the
world. A mountain glacier on a steep slope tends to slide
slowly down the mountainside. Pushing trees and boulders
in their path, glaciers also carry rocks along with them. These rocks scour
and grind the surface of other rocks as the glacier slides down the mountain.
The result is a fine powder of minerals and clay particles from the rock.
Picked up by the wind and perhaps blown miles away, the rock powder, called
loess, may enrich the soil where it finally settles. The fertility of America’s
midwest, where wheat, corn, and other crops are grown, is due in part to
the loess blown from the edges of glaciers during the last ice age. To a
paleoclimatologist, loess in a layer of rock or in soil means that glaciers were
present in that region when the rock layer was forming. Glaciers mean, of
course, that the climate must have been cold enough to keep the ice and
snow frozen year-round.

Gukana Glacier in Alaska.
Courtesy of
US Geological Survey.

Drilling into the sea floor
Near the edges of continents, particles of sand and
soil from rivers flow into the ocean and gradually settle on
the ocean bottom to form layers of sediment. The remains
of sea life also settle on the ocean floor and become part
of the layers of sediment. These layers therefore contain
clues about the evolution of ocean organisms, changes in
the global climate and sea level, and other information
about Earth’s geologic history. To analyze clues in the
sediment, scientists work on specially equipped ships
that contain drilling machinery and research facilities.
The scientists drill into the sea floor and extract cores of
sediment for analysis.
One clue to climate change is the presence of tiny
fossil shells of microscopic organisms (foraminifera or
forams for short) that accumulated in layers on the ocean
floor. Using a microscope, it is possible to identify the
species of forams in each sediment layer. Interestingly
most of the ancient foram species are found in today’s
oceans. By assuming that the temperature range of living
forams is the same as their ancestors, we estimate the
temperature ranges that must have existed in the ancient
oceans.
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The JOIDES Resolution is the flagship
of the Ocean Drilling Program. This
ship has been used to obtain cores of
sediment from the ocean floor at various
locations around the world. Photo
courtesy of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration.
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Climate History of the Past
570 Million Years
Using many of the above methods, paleoclimatologists can tell a
fairly detailed story of climate changes since complex life started, about
570 million years ago. The graph on this page shows Earth’s average
temperature since that time. It shows cold temperatures at the end
of the Ordovician period (440 million to 430 million years ago), an even
colder era at the end of the Carboniferous and well into the Permian (300
million to 260 million years ago); then considerable warming during the
Cretaceous.
After the great extinction event some 65 million years ago, the
temperature stayed nearly constant until about 35 million years ago,
when it started to get cooler. Paleoclimatologists suspect that this cooling
was due to the movement and collisions of continent-size land masses.
At several places in the world continents were colliding and building
huge plateaus and mountains. (Wind that encounters a mountain range
or plateau is forced upward, where the air is under less pressure, so it
expands and cools.) Also at about this time the continent of Antarctica
drifted to its present location over the South Pole. With little sunlight to
warm the land, glaciers formed. These vast sheets of ice reflected more
sunlight into space, further cooling the whole planet.

Warmer

This downward trend in temperature continued. When the freezing
point of water was reached over large parts of the globe, the ice ages
began. Although glacial temperatures prevailed over long periods of time,
there were intermittent warmer periods, which are called interglacials.
To investigate ice ages in detail, a new method of systematic study was
needed. That method involved drilling deep into glaciers near the North
and South Poles.
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The Ice-drilling Record in Antarctica
In Antarctica, Greenland, and Alaska, and on
certain mountains, snow falls and does not melt.
Layer upon layer, over long periods of time, the
snow accumulates, compressing the layers below
into solid ice. These stable accumulations of snow
are called ice sheets.

Drilling into the ice. Photo by Ulrich Sigenthaler,
Physics Institute, University of Bern, courtesy of
Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

The snow that falls this year lies fluffy and
white on the surface of last winter’s snow. It is fluffy
because of the air that is caught between the snow
crystals. The new layer adds its weight to the layers
of snow that fell the years before. Lower down,
the snow of 25 winters ago begins to solidify. Fifty
layers down the pockets of air within the snow begin
to be trapped in bubbles as the snow is compressed
into ice. In another 25 years the bubbles will close
completely and the air will be preserved, sealed in
solid ice.
From the deep Antarctic ice sheet, modern
paleoclimatologists have extracted valuable
information about the past 420,000 years. To do this,
they drilled into the ice with a specially constructed
hollow drill and removed a cylinder, or core, that
revealed annual layers.
Extracting the ice core was not easy. At
Vostok the average annual temperature is -55° C.
The extreme cold made outside work exceedingly
difficult. The hollow drills had to pierce the ice
and preserve the core. Sometimes the drill bit
clogged with ice or the pipe froze to the sides of
the hole. Antifreeze liquids were used with care
so they would not contaminate the ice core. Each
segment had to be carefully brought to the surface
without shattering.
After nearly 30 years of difficult drilling, in
January 1998 a Russian team succeeded in reaching a
depth of 3,623 meters. Ice at that depth is 420,000
years old.
The work at Vostok was an international effort.
Throughout this long-term investigation technicians
from France and Russia analyzed samples of the ice
on the spot for chemical content. American planes
flew portions of the ice core to laboratories in France
for analysis.
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In the French laboratory, scientists first
determined the age of each layer. Beginning
at the top of the core, the scientists counted
layers into the past, just as we would count
tree rings to see how many years have passed
since the tree started to grow. The scientists
were able to check the accuracy of their
counting by looking for signs of well-known
volcanic eruptions. Such eruptions caused
clouds of dust that blanketed the world. The
dust showed up as a dark layer in the ice.
Next, the scientists analyzed the ice
in each layer to determine the temperature
of the air when the layer formed. The
method of chemical analysis used to measure
temperature is described on page 106. The
graph on page 99 shows what the scientists
found out.
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Results from Vostok
During the most recent ice age,
which ended about 11,000 years ago,
the northern ice cap reached well into
what is now the United States, and as
far south as northern California and
New York. In some places the ice was
several kilometers thick. So much ice
formed at the poles that sea levels were
as much as 140 meters lower than they
are now.
As the Vostok temperature graph
shows, the temperature was not uniform
during the last ice age. The graph
shows four interglacial periods—the
current interglacial period that humans
have enjoyed since the last ice age
ended, and three previous interglacial
periods, each of which lasted for several
thousand years.

-52

There is no hard-and-fast rule about how cold it needs
to get in order to declare that an ice age has begun. Looking
at the graph, imagine what the conditions must have been
like for our human ancestors and the plants and animals that
were alive during an ice age. In your opinion:
10.1. What is the difference in the average temperature
between an ice age and an interglacial period?
10.2. How does that difference compare with the temperature
swing in a typical day where you live? Why would a
difference of this amount in the average global temperature
make such a huge difference in climate of our entire
planet?
10.3. Some scientists have looked at this graph and concluded
that we are headed for another ice age. If you agree, about
when will the next ice age begin? If you disagree, what
are your reasons?
10.4. Notice the overall structure of an ice age cycle. Warming
takes place more rapidly than cooling. Looking carefully at
the graph, estimate approximately how long it takes from
the time cooling begins to when the average temperature
drops 6°C. About how long does it take for temperatures
to rise 6°C?

Temperatures calculated from the Vostok ice cores in Antarctica.
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Vostok station. Scientists of the Russian-French-American team drilling ice core
samples to depths exceeding 3.6 km. Image courtesy of Claude Lorius, Laboratoire
de Glaciologie et Géophysique de l’Environnement, Grenoble, France.

What Caused the Recent Ice Ages?
The Serbian mathematician, Malutin Milankovitch,
suggested a theory to explain ice ages in the 1920s
and again, with more data to support it, in the 1930s.
However, it was many years later and with many further
studies before climatologists accepted his theory.
Milankovitch proposed that the cycle of ice ages
were a result of changes in the relationship between
Earth and the Sun. One of these changes is in the shape
of Earth’s orbit around the Sun. Over a period of 100,000
years the orbit gradually changes from a nearly perfect
circle to an ellipse, and back again to a circle. When
Earth’s orbit is nearly circular, the distance between
Earth and Sun remains the same during the entire year.
However, when the orbit is more elliptical, the distance
between Earth and the Sun varies during the year.
Although the difference is less than 0.3% (three-tenths
of one percent), it can be enough to cause winters to
be colder than normal. This cooling can be amplified by
factors such as an expanding polar ice cap reflecting more
sunlight into space, which could push the climate system
into an ice age. An interglacial period would occur when
the orbit becomes more circular, as it is now.
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Earth’s current
orbit—nearly
circular

Earth’s orbit changes
gradually from a circle to
an ellipse, and back again
to a circle over a period
of 100,000 years
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Another factor Milankovitch measured was the
gradually changing tilt of Earth’s axis. To understand this
idea, think of Earth as a spinning top. As a top slows down
it starts to wobble. Earth’s spin axis wobbles very slowly,
tilting more or less over a period of about 40,000 years.
(Today, Earth’s axis is tilted at 23.5°.) When the axis
is tilted further (up to 24.5°), winters would get colder
and ice sheets would extend into regions that are now
temperate. The ice would reflect the sunlight and make
the temperature even colder. When the axis is less tilted
(as little as 22°), the seasons would be less extreme. Polar
ice caps would shrink and reflect less sunlight, allowing
the Earth to warm.
When the average climate was warmer, as it was
during the Cretaceous, the variations in Earth’s orbit
were not noticeable. But when shifting continents caused
mountains to build up and Antarctica moved over the South
Pole, the whole planet cooled enough so that variations in
Earth’s tilt made a bigger difference, and the most recent
ice ages started.

At present, Earth’s spin
axis is tilted 23° from
vertical with respect to its
orbit around the Sun.

Due to a very slow wobble, Earth’s spin
axis will increase and decrease its tilt
over a period of about 40,000 years. As
Earth tilts more, its seasons become
more extreme.

If the changes in Earth’s orbit and axis were the only
important factors, the temperature would not have changed
as much as it did between ice ages and interglacial periods.
Another factor has amplified the oscillation between warm
and cold—the composition of the atmosphere.

Greenhouse Gases and Ice Ages
In addition to analyzing the ice in each layer
of a core to determine the temperature when
the ice formed, scientists also determined the
composition of the air trapped in each layer. To
do this they cut the sample into one centimeter
cubes. One cube was placed in an airtight container
and the surrounding air was pumped out. The
gas in the bubbles would escape as the cube was
crushed. Using sensitive gas analysis equipment,
the scientists measured the proportion of carbon
dioxide and other gases that were present in the
atmosphere when that ice layer formed. The
results of this analysis are shown on the next page,
along with the temperature graph shown earlier in
this chapter.
The graphs show the average temperature
and concentration of carbon dioxide for the past
420,000 years. Both sets of data were derived from
the same ice core. Notice that the concentration
of carbon dioxide at “0” years is about 280 parts
per million. That was the concentration of
CO2 about 150 years ago, before the industrial
revolution. The composition today is more than
360 parts per million. The time scale of the graph
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is too long to show this very recent increase in CO2
concentration.
Compare the two graphs. How are they
similar? How are they different? In your opinion,
what do the similarities and differences imply about
the relationship between carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere and the average global temperature?
The theory of global warming mentioned
earlier in this unit suggests that climate warms as
carbon dioxide increases. However, the scientists
who analyzed the ice core found that in many
cases the warming often preceded the increase in
carbon dioxide concentration by a few thousand
years. These scientists suggested the following
explanation:
• Changes in Earth’s orbit and spin axis according
to Milankovitch’s theory triggered an interglacial
period.
• As the oceans warmed, circulation patterns
changed and the ocean water gave up some of the
dissolved carbon dioxide. These gases bubbled
to the surface and enriched the air.
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• Increased carbon dioxide warmed the air
further due to the greenhouse effect. This is
called a “positive feedback effect.”
• As the air warmed, glaciers and ice caps melted.
Less sunlight was reflected into space and
Earth warmed even further. This is another
positive feedback effect.

Eventually, changes in the Earth’s orbit and spin
axis reversed the heating process described above.
Ice sheets formed, reflecting more sunlight into
space; oceans dissolved more carbon dioxide so the
greenhouse effect was reduced; and Earth entered
another ice age.
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The top graph shows the average
temperature in the Antarctic region
for the past 420,000 years based on
analysis of an ice core from Vostok
Station. (Data are based on J.R. Petit
et al., 2000.)
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The bottom graph shows the average concentration of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere for the same period, derived from analysis of bubbles of air trapped in the
same ice core. (Data are from Barnola, J.M., D. Raynaud, C. Lorius, and N.I. Barkov,
1999. Historical CO2 record from the Vostok ice core. In Trends: A Compendium of
Data on Global Change. Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, U.S. Department of Energy, Oak Ridge, Tenn., U.S.A.)
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Ice Cores in Greenland
The Vostok records revealed a detailed picture of climate
history over the past 420,000 years. Yet it also raised an important
question: did the conditions in Antarctica represent what occurred
over the entire planet, or only in the Antarctic region?
To answer this question other major international research
programs were undertaken at the other side of the world—in
Greenland. The annual accumulation of snow in Greenland is
higher than in Antarctica, so the layers of ice are thicker. That
meant it was possible not only to confirm the Vostok findings but
also to make more detailed analyses. In brief, the results of these
projects were as follows:
• The ice age/interglacial cycle was a worldwide phenomenon.
The increase and decrease in temperatures took place at about
the same time in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres.
• Major climate changes could occur amazingly quickly, on the
order of only a few years. This finding supported the theory
that shifts in ocean currents may play an important role in
large-scale climate changes.
• As in the Southern Hemisphere, greenhouse gases played an
important role in the shift from icy conditions to a warm
interglacial period like the one we enjoy today.

Dome housing drilling machinery for
extraction of the Greenland ice core.
NOAA Photo Library. Image by Mark
Twickler, University of New Hampshire.

Inside the dome, scientists inspect a recently
drilled core prior to analysis. NOAA Photo
Library. Image by Kendrick Taylor, Desert
Research Institute, University and Community
College System of Nevada.
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Graph from “Secrets of the Ice,” Web Site
http://www.secretsoftheice.org/icecore/studies.html.
Museum of Science, Boston. Data for this graph are provided by the University of Washington,
from the Greenland Ice Sheet Project 2 (GISP2). More information about this project is available at
http://www.gisp2.sr.unh.edu/GISP2/.

The graph on this page shows the average
temperature in the Greenland region from about
40,000 years ago to the present. It shows that
during the last ice age the climate was quite
variable. Near the end of the ice age—about
14,500 years ago—the climate began to warm, and
then it grew cold again, before the temperature
stabilized about 10,000 years ago.
The final cold period, which lasted nearly
2,000 years, is called the “Younger Dryas,” and
is named for an arctic flower whose pollen can
be found in some ice core layers. No one knows
for certain why it grew cold during the Younger
Dryas. However, one theory is that when Earth
began to warm, about 14,500 years ago, the huge
glacier over the North Pole began to melt. The
resulting flood of fresh water changed ocean
currents, preventing them from spreading warmer
temperatures to northern climates.
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The Younger Dryas ended and the climate
reached interglacial temperatures as summer
sunshine in the Northern Hemisphere reached a
maximum, about 11,000 years ago. Greenhouse
gases again came into play, since warmer waters
hold less dissolved carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide
would have bubbled from the ocean, increased
its concentration in the atmosphere, and warmed
the planet further. Finally, the average global
temperature reached a stable level during the
recent (or Holocene) period which we are in
now.
Compared with the earlier ice ages, climate
changes during the Holocene have been small,
averaging no more than about 0.5°C. However, as
we’ll describe in Chapter 11, even these “small”
changes made a huge difference for people
who lived at that time, since their lives were
dependent primarily on farming.
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What Are the Chemical Clues to Temperature?
The analysis of a sample of ice from an ice core, such as the one
pictured above, is based on different forms of oxygen atoms—oxygen-16,
oxygen-17, and oxygen-18.
All oxygen atoms have 8 protons in the nucleus. Most oxygen atoms
also have 8 neutrons. This kind of oxygen atom is called oxygen-16. In
nature, 99.76% of all oxygen atoms are oxygen-16.
In some oxygen atoms there are 8 protons
and 9 neutrons. This is called oxygen-17 (8
protons plus 9 neutrons = 17 particles in the
nucleus). In nature, 0.04% (four out of 10,000)
of all oxygen atoms are oxygen-17.
As you may have guessed, oxygen-18
contains 8 protons and 10 neutrons. In nature,
0.2% (two out of 1,000) atoms are oxygen-18.
Oxygen -16,-17, and -18 are called isotopes
of oxygen. One atom of oxygen-18 is slightly
heavier than one atom of oxygen-17, which is
slightly heavier than oxygen-16.
Imagine what happens at the surface of
the ocean during a warm period. When energy
(from the Sun or another source) is added, water
molecules speed up and escape into the air. We
call this evaporation. While both heavy and
light molecules are more likely to escape when
the temperature increases, the ratio changes.
More of the heavier molecules evaporate in
warm weather than in cooler weather. So water
vapor that is in the air during warm years will
be enriched in oxygen-18.
Now consider what happens to the water
vapor in the air during a warm period. Some
of it collects in clouds and forms precipitation
(rain or snow). When precipitation falls
over very cold regions, it is incorporated into
glaciers. Scientists who analyze that layer
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Ice core analysis on the GISP2 project. Photo courtesy
of Mark Twickler, University of New Hampshire

of ice recognize that the additional oxygen-18
means that the surface of the sea must have
been warmer that year.
What happens to the water that remains in
the ocean? It has a lower proportion of oxygen-18,
and organisms in the water will absorb a lower
proportion of oxygen-18. Scientists who analyze
the fossil forams in a layer of sediment from the
sea floor recognize that the lower proportion of
oxygen-18 means that the surface of the sea must
have been warmer that year.
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Conclusion
Many different pieces of evidence provide
information about the Earth’s past climate—tree
rings, fossil beatles, pollen, loess, ice cores,
and ocean floor sediments. The data from many
different sources and locations around the planet
show that gradual cooling started about 33
million years ago, and the Earth’s atmosphere is
still cooling. Three million years ago it became
cold enough for water to freeze over much of
the planet—without melting in the summer—for
periods of approximately 100,000 years. Each ice
age was followed by a brief interglacial period.

Understanding how Earth’s climate varied
in the past provides a key to understanding how
natural forces and human activities are likely
to change Earth’s climate in the future. This is
a reason why climate researchers continue to
brave the frigid temperatures in Greenland and
the Antarctic, and to struggle with the elements
to maintain the integrity of their data.
We’ll return in the last chapter to questions
about how human activities may be changing the
climate. First, we’ll look at how the recent ice
ages have affected the evolution of a species that
is of special interest to us—Homo sapiens.

For new material relating to this chapter, please see the GSS website
“Staying Up To Date” page:
http://www.lawrencehallofscience.org/gss/uptodate/3lc
We invite you to send us new articles for the "Staying Up To Date"
web page for this chapter. Articles may be from local newspapers,
magazines, websites, or other sources that you think would be of
interest to classrooms around the country. To send us articles please go
to the link http://lhs.berkeley.edu/gss/uptodate/newarticle.html and find
the "Submit New Article" button.
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Visualizing forms of species from fragments of bones is quite difficult but
a necessary endeavor for paleoanthropologists. Illustration courtesy of
HOMINIDAE.COM (http://www.hominidae.com).

11. Climate and Human Evolution
Paleoanthropologists—scientists who study the physical evolution of
humans—call our species Homo sapiens. This means that we are part of a
category of individuals who share common characteristics, the genus Homo,
and that within that genus our group or species is called “sapiens.” Fossil
evidence shows that there were once other species in the genus Homo, but
now only one survives—us.
In reading this chapter you will find that Homo sapiens are members
not only of the genus Homo but also of the family Hominidae and the order
Primates. This is like saying you live in the city of Chicago, in the state of
Illinois and the country called the United States of America. Genus, family, and
order are progressively larger and more inclusive groups of organisms—just as
city, state, and country are larger and more inclusive geographical terms.
The story of the evolution of our species actually begins with the first
life forms on our planet. We have already told much of that story in previous
chapters. In this chapter we start with the evolution of organisms that were
the first members of the order Primates.

The Early Evolution of Primates
Sixty-five million years ago, when the dinosaurs and
many other species became extinct, a number of small
mammals survived. Among the survivors were tiny treedwelling animals that had characteristics we may recognize
in lemurs living today in the forests of Madagascar. From the
rich fossil evidence, we know that these tiny creatures, who
lived about 55 million years ago, had the distinguishing traits
of primates. Primates have relatively large brains for their
size, eyes that face forward, and hands and feet that can
grasp, for example, tree branches and vines. Most primates
also have flat fingernails rather than claws.
Photograph of proconsul skull courtesy of
Hominidae.com (http://www.hominidae.com).
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Primates are divided into higher and lower primates. The tiny Eocene
creatures just described are classified as lower primates, along with today’s
bushbabies and lemurs. Higher primates differ from lower primates in that
they have larger, more complex brains, and eyes that are further developed
and completely encased in bone. They can also show expression in their faces.
Higher primates include monkeys, apes (such as chimpanzees and gorillas),
and humans.
The earliest known fossils of a higher primate date to about 35 million
years ago. Paleoanthropologists named this species Aegyptopithecus because
the fossils were found in what is now Egypt. Aegyptopithecus was a monkey
with a short tail and was about the size of a house cat. Although today the
area where the fossils were found is desert-like, in ancient times, when these
animals lived, the area was heavily forested and there were many rivers.
The next significant step in the evolution of higher primates is represented
by Proconsul. Also found in Africa and dating to about 18 million years ago,
this creature, which was somewhat larger than a monkey had a large brain for
its size and no tail. Some paleoanthropologists believe that Proconsul was a
distant relative of the modern great apes and humans.

The Influence of Climate
Over the past 40 million years, the landscape of eastern Africa has been
shaped by repeated geological upheavals. The largest rupture of Earth’s crust,
called the Great Rift Valley, is spread along 4,500 miles from Mozambique in
southeastern Africa to southwestern Asia in the north.
This enormous rift was initially caused by tectonic
movements and earthquakes, which were then followed
by many volcanic eruptions over millions of years. From
all the tearing apart of the crust, layering of sediments,
and changes in contours with each new disturbance, the
land has an extraordinary variety of hills and plains,
mountains, plateaus, and lakes. With such a varied
landscape, the climate and vegetation are also varied,
and the whole valley teems with life. It is not surprising
then that many fossils have been found in this valley,
including those of distant relatives of our species.

Strait of Gibraltar

About 6 million years ago.
Toward the end of the Miocene epoch, the cooling
of Earth that had begun earlier intensified. Overall,
the planet became colder and drier. This was the
result of a number of circumstances. First, there was
a shifting of the continents which caused changes in the pattern of
ocean currents. (Ocean currents carry heat which then can affect
regional climate.) As the climate became colder, great ice sheets
grew in Antarctica and sea levels dropped worldwide. Finally,
the northern edge of Africa and the tip of Europe came together,
closing what is now the Strait of Gibraltar. As a result, over time,
the Mediterranean Sea dried up. Without water evaporating from
the sea, there was a significant reduction in rainfall. Consequently,
forests were gradually replaced by grasslands.
Life and Climate—Chapter 11: Climate and Human Evolution
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The Evolution of Hominids
Scientists tend to agree that about 6 million years ago there must have been
a common ancestor of apes and humans. While the species that gave rise to both
lines of evolution has yet to be identified, it almost certainly lived in Africa.
In Africa, the Great Rift Valley had created many environments out of what
had been essentially a huge, dense tropical forest. With further shrinking of
the forest because of the arid (dry) condition, some of the ape species could
not adapt and became extinct. Others were able to adapt and they survived.
Their descendants are the modern gorillas, chimpanzees, and orangutans.
Another survivor was an ape species that couldn’t compete for food and space
in the constricted forest and moved onto the more open woodlands and growing
grasslands—and stood in an upright position. This was a new kind of primate:
the first hominid.
Walking in an upright position on two feet is called bipedal locomotion.
It is the most prominent characteristic of hominids. We are hominids. The first
hominids had a body that allowed this way of moving. To be able to stand upright
and walk on two feet means that the pelvis (hip bones), muscles of the upper
legs, and toes had to be shaped differently from those of other apes. In other
words, the first bipeds had the body form that favored their survival in this new
environment.
Did the first human ancestors walk upright
before their environment changed from forest
to grassland? Or, did they develop this ability
after migrating to a grassland environment?
There were no clues to help paleoanthropologists
answer this question until new fossils were About 4 million years ago.
In what is now Ethiopia and Kenya (part
found. The July 14, 2001 issue of Science News,
discusses some new discoveries by Yohannes Haile- of the Great Rift Valley), and in South Africa,
Selassie, a graduate student at the University of hominid fossils from about 4 million years ago
California at Berkeley. Fossil fragments from include fragments of leg bones and the pelvic
the genus Ardipithecus include a toe bone which bone. The way these bones are configured shows
offers “subtle but clear evidence” that the that their owners walked upright on two feet, as
individual walked upright on two legs. Although we do. This interpretation was confirmed by an
the current site of the investigation is now a outstanding discovery. At a place called Laetoli
desert, the environment was a lush forest when in what is now Tanzania (also part of the Great
Ardipithecus lived—between 5.2 and 5.8 million Rift Valley), paleoanthropologist Mary Leakey
years ago—before East Africa cooled and became and her colleagues found the fossilized footprints
of at least two individuals walking side by side.
grassland.
Paleoanthropologists have proposed several Although the fossilized footprints were dated to
theories to explain why bipedal locomotion gave 3.5 million years ago, the gait and shape of the
these early hominids an advantage that helped feet left a trail remarkably like the trail that
them survive the transition from trees to more modern humans would make.
open woodlands and grasslands. Some scientists
have suggested that bipedalism is a more efficient
way to walk on the ground. Others have pointed
to the ability to see further, or to free the hands to
carry food or twigs or rocks. Whatever the reason,
it was bipedal locomotion that differentiated
hominids from other primates. Increased brain
size came later.
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Who made the footprints? Although we
don’t know anything about the particular
individuals, we do know they were hominids that
paleoanthropologists refer to as australopithecines
o r a p e - m e n . F r a g m e n t s o f o v e r 1,000
australopithecine individuals have been found,
and paleoanthropologists have identified several
species, which may represent adaptations to
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different environments. In general, australopithecines had
arms and feet that were more similar to humans than to apes,
but their heads were more ape-like than human. They were also
shorter in height than modern humans. Australopithecine adults
were three to four feet tall. “Lucy,” perhaps the most famous of
these fossils, was affectionately named by her discoverer, Donald
Johanson. About half of Lucy’s skeleton was recovered, making
it the most complete australopithecine skeleton ever found.

Evolution of the Genus Homo
About 2.5 million years ago.
After several short, warmer periods, Earth grew cold,
possibly due to the formation of a land bridge between North
and South America, which had previously been separated.
The land bridge changed ocean circulation patterns and the
distribution of heat. Large ice sheets formed in the Northern
Hemisphere. This marked the beginning of a series of ice ages,
which meant on average a cooler, drier climate worldwide.
(Refer to the graph on page 71 to compare the climate change
relative to previous periods in Earth history.)
Africa, however, being close to the equator,
still had a primarily warm climate, although several
mountains were snow-covered at the peak. Also, since
altitude affects climate, the higher plateaus were
cooler than lowlands.

Illustration of Australopithecus afarensis
courtesy of Hominidae.com
(http://www.hominidae.com).

On the expanding grasslands, where the climate
was cool and dry, new hominid species evolved. Fossil
evidence from about 2.5 million years ago shows
that one hominid form had a little larger skull and
bigger body than other hominid species. In addition,
stones found near these fossils clearly had been
shaped and sharpened to be tools. Recognizing that
these tool users were a special group of hominids,
paleoanthropologists classified them, our ancestors,
in a separate genus (group of species)—Homo, which
means “man” in Latin.
This maker of tools was given the name of Homo
habilis or “handy man.” Members of this species had
the intelligence to figure out how to shape a hard
stone with another stone to produce a tool. Making
tools implies that these early human ancestors were
able to think ahead. They would have been able to
imagine how the tools they were making would be
used. They also had to apply knowledge about the
stone’s cleavage, or splitting pattern, and they had to
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Illustration of Homo habilis courtesy of Hominidae.com
(http://www.hominidae.com).

possess good hand-eye coordination. Important
as these first efforts at toolmaking were, it should
be noted that they were crude in comparison with
later developments.
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Evolution of Homo Erectus
About 1.9 million years ago.
Homo habilis survived and over time evolved,
giving rise to Homo erectus about 1.8 to 1.9
million years ago. Both species probably lived
side by side before Homo erectus prevailed.
By the Pleistocene epoch, starting about 1.6
million years ago, Earth had become even colder.
There were long cold and dry periods alternating
with relatively brief warm periods (interglacials).
These shifting climate conditions and the available
vegetation (food) would affect the life style and
behavior of the inhabitants. To survive, new
adaptations would be needed. Being intelligent
and flexible, Homo erectus survived. The species
flourished throughout Africa, and even spread
to other continents. Their fossils have been
discovered in Java, China, and Europe. Whatever
the climatic condition, and that varied widely,
Homo erectus had the capacity to thrive.

Skilled as Homo habilis was at fashioning
tools, Homo erectus individuals were far more
skillful. In every way, Homo erectus had greater
capacities. Members of this species invented
better stone tools and may have learned how to
control fire, though not all paleoanthropologists
agree on this point. In addition to scavenging for
food, Homo erectus may have hunted animals,
which is suggested from the many animal limb
bones found at some sites. As for body size,
Homo erectus was considerably larger than Homo
habilis. Fossil evidence also shows that the Homo
erectus skull was more like that of modern humans
and that the enlarged brain was about two-thirds
the size of ours. All the evidence, then, points
to the conclusion that Homo erectus was more
intelligent than Homo habilis and physically closer
in appearance to modern humans.

Illustration of Homo erectus courtesy of Hominidae.com
(http://www.hominidae.com).
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Fire!
No one knows when or how
the earliest humans learned to
control fire—to use it as protection
from animals, and for warmth and
cooking. However, there is evidence
that by 300,000 to 400,000 years
ago at least some groups of Homo
erectus maintained hearth fires,
probably by keeping alive glowing
embers from lightning strikes, or
from hearth fires handed down
generation after generation. This
idea is illustrated on page 108.
Until recently it was widely
accepted that Homo erectus
individuals were the first
hominids with the intelligence to
recognize the value of fire and to
figure out how to keep it alive.
However, in a December 1999
article in Current Anthropology,
Harvard anthropology professor
Richard Wrangham proposed that

The Elk Bath picture was taken on August 6, 2000 on the East Fork of the
Bitterroot River on the Sula Complex. Photographer: John McColgan, Bureau
of Land Management, Alaska Fire Service of the Alaskan Type I Incident
Management Team.

australopithecines as early as 1.9 million years ago may have
developed the ability to control fire. In his theory, eating cooked
foods may have made possible the physical and social changes that
marked the emergence of Homo erectus from the earlier species.

Neanderthals and Archaic Homo Sapiens
About 200,000 years ago.
The fossil record shows clearly that by about
200,000 years ago Homo erectus had evolved into
at least two species—archaic Homo sapiens (early
modern humans) and Neanderthals.

Neanderthals.

Since bones and teeth retain signs of dietary
deficiencies, scientists have much evidence of
the Neanderthals’ physical condition. Studies
indicate that Neanderthals suffered from poor
nutrition. Perhaps they were unable to obtain
enough food or the right kinds of food. Other
studies of Neanderthal fossils show that they did
not live as long as archaic Homo sapiens.

The Neanderthals were named for the
Neander Valley in Germany where their fossils
were first found. Since then, many Neanderthal
fossils have been found, mainly in Europe—where
it was colder than in Africa. Fossil skulls reveal
that their brains were as large as ours, but shaped
differently, as was the whole skull itself. With
large bony brow ridges, huge jaws, broad nose,
and small chin, their facial features and the shape
of their skull were proportioned differently from
ours. They were also shorter and more robust
than modern humans; their skeletons show a
sturdy, stocky build. A bulky body with short
limbs and fingers suggests an adaptation to a
cold climate.
Life and Climate—Chapter 11: Climate and Human Evolution

Reconstruction of Neanderthal life courtesy of
the Neanderthal Museum, Mettman, Germany.
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Fossil discoveries show that Neanderthals lived in much of Europe.
Some paleoanthropologists believe that the Neanderthals’ sturdy bodies and
large brains gave them an advantage in surviving cold conditions. However,
remains of Neanderthals dating to less than 70,000 years ago were also found
in warmer southwestern Asia and North Africa. Perhaps they were seeking
a better climate and food source.
Along with the fossils, paleoanthropologists found stone tools which
showed a higher level of craftsmanship than the tools made by Homo erectus.
In addition, fossil remains indicate that the Neanderthals cared for the sick
or injured and that they buried their dead.
No one knows for certain why they died out about
33,000 years ago. Some paleoanthropologists think that
archaic Homo sapiens, ancestors of our own modern
form, out-fought or out-competed the Neanderthals.
Other scientists think that some Neanderthals interbred
with Homo sapiens. Or perhaps the inadequate diet
may have been a factor. Just what happened to them
is still unknown.

Archaic Homo sapiens.
About 400,000 years ago, a new species was just
beginning to replace Homo erectus. This emerging
species was archaic Homo sapiens—the earliest
members of our own species. Based on the fossil
findings, by 200,000 years ago, archaic Homo sapiens
were settled in much of Europe, southern and eastern
Africa, India, and China. All the fossil skulls from
these different regions are larger than skulls of earlier
species, and the larger brain capacity is in the low end
of the range for modern humans. The shape of their
skulls, however, differed from ours, and some of the
skulls show large brow ridges and thick bones. Other
fossil skulls are somewhat more modern, so there was
a mix of forms. Nevertheless, archaic Homo sapiens
were more closely related to us than to Homo erectus.
By 100,000 years ago, the fossil remains show what is
termed “anatomically modern Homo sapiens,” that is,
individuals with modern characteristics—like us.

Illustration of Homo sapiens courtesy of Hominidae.com.

The Evolutionary “Bush”
It is often said that the theory of evolution
implies that people are “descended from apes,”
and it is not uncommon to see an illustration of
this idea like this drawing.
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However, that simple explanation is not
true. As this chapter illustrates, fossil evidence
indicates that apes and humans had a common
ancestor—a hominid that walked upright, and
that was neither human nor ape. In the five to
six million years since the first hominids roamed
the forests and grasslands of Africa, there have
been many different species. Most of those
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?
became extinct; but several species
of apes and only one human species
survive. The evolutionary tree of our
extended family is more like a bush with
many branches, than like a ladder or a
pyramid with us at the top.

Evolution of Homo Sapiens
How did it happen that today all of
Earth is populated with just one human
species? Why did Homo sapiens prevail?
In recent years, various theories have
been proposed by scientists to account
for the spread of our species, but there
is no consensus. Basically, two models
have been presented: (1) the single
origin model, and (2) the multiregional
model.
According to the multiregional
model, modern Homo sapiens evolved
from separate Homo erectus populations
at about the same time in many different
regions of Africa and Asia, starting around
500,000 years ago. Each population
retained some regional distinguishing
traits, but occasional contact between
these populations kept the differences to
a minimum. All developed into modern
Homo sapiens.

Modern humans

Modern humans

Today
100,000

200,000

300,000
400,000
500,000
Homo erectus

Multiregional
Model
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Homo erectus

years ago

Single Origin
Model
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According to the single origin model, modern Homo
sapiens originated from a small population in southern Africa
about 100,000 years ago. These more advanced humans
replaced archaic Homo sapiens throughout Africa and then
migrated into the middle East, southeast Asia, and Europe.
Wherever they went, modern Homo sapiens replaced the
earlier inhabitants who couldn’t compete and became
extinct. Minor variations in human populations evolved
in response to different environmental conditions, but
occasional contact kept these variations to a minimum.
Between these two contrasting views, there is a middle
ground. This theory holds that modern humans did arise
in Africa and then spread into Asia and Europe. Instead of
replacing the archaic populations, they settled with these
local groups, thereby introducing modern characteristics.

Conclusion
Some people mistakenly believe that humans
descended from apes. Fossil evidence shows that
this is NOT true. In fact, both modern apes and
humans descended from earlier life forms that
have long ago become extinct.
In tracing the evolution of humans, we find
that climate played a significant role. Many
factors affect climate—height above sea level,
distance from the equator, nearness to the ocean,
and prevailing wind direction, among others.
Climate in turn affected the condition of the soil
and therefore the plants and animals that could
survive in a particular region.
As the result of a changing environment, and
therefore the plants and animals available for
food, an ape species some 4 million years ago left
the decreasing African forest and settled on the
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expanding open woodlands and grasslands. Since
those bipedal apes took their first steps, various
hominid species evolved. Some became extinct,
but others further evolved. The only surviving
species of the genus Homo is our own—Homo
sapiens.
The origin of modern Homo sapiens is not
fully understood. What is clear is that today
there is one human species and that our species
has adapted to all of Earth’s environments and
climatic conditions.
In the next chapter, we will see how our
ancestors not only adapted to changes in the
environment but also transformed their lives
through the development of agriculture and
civilization.
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In the field of paleoanthropology ideas
about the early evolution of humans can
change with each new discovery. In March
2001, a team headed by Meave Leakey (the
daughter-in-law of Lewis and Mary Leakey)
announced the discovery of a 3.5 millionyear-old hominid skull that she believes
represents a new genus which she has called
Kenyanthropus platytops, or flat-faced man
of Kenya. It may be many years before it
is known if the skull represents a human
ancestor or was simply one of evolution’s
many dead ends.

Illustration of Kenyanthropus Platytops courtesy of Hominidae.com.

For new material relating to this chapter, please see the GSS website
“Staying Up To Date” page:
http://www.lawrencehallofscience.org/gss/uptodate/3lc
We invite you to send us new articles for the "Staying Up To Date"
web page for this chapter. Articles may be from local newspapers,
magazines, websites, or other sources that you think would be of
interest to classrooms around the country. To send us articles please go
to the link http://lhs.berkeley.edu/gss/uptodate/newarticle.html and find
the "Submit New Article" button.
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Chapter 12

12. Climate and Culture
New Ways of Living and Thinking
Although anatomically modern
human beings had evolved by 100,000
years ago, there is little evidence that
they lived and behaved differently
from Homo erectus. However,
evidence shows that major changes
were beginning to get under way about
50,000 years ago. This development
took place in the midst of the last
ice age.
The first signs of advances are
seen in the construction of stone
implements. They were produced
in a variety of forms clearly made
for specific use in hunting, cutting,
scraping, and piercing animal and
plant materials. These implements
had sharper edges, smoother surfaces,
and better overall design than earlier
tools.
Another major development of this period
was in eating customs. Earlier peoples had
subsisted by scavenging, hunting small animals,
and gathering fruits, seeds, berries, and the
roots of plants. With the inventions of better
hunting tools—stone blades and finely made spear
points—food and clothing sources for humans
greatly expanded. The woolly mammoth, bears,
wild cattle, foxes, wolves, deer, and many other
animals—all were hunted as food, and in colder
areas, for their warm fur to wear.
The remains of large animal bones at various
sites suggest that people must have worked
together to kill and transport the animals. Hunting
big game requires planning; it is a team effort.
From the sizes of archeological sites we know that
people lived in larger groups than before. Where
food was plentiful, the groups tended to stay in
one place. Where food was less available, they
planned their food-gathering movements to take
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Cave painting from Chauvet cave.

advantage of animal migrations, as well as the
ripening of plants.
Archeological finds show that people were
making objects such as small sculptures, beads,
and pendants starting about 35,000 years ago.
The people who made these items were not simply
thinking of the next meal; these objects reflect
an interest in ideas that we associate today with
the production of art.
Dated to about 20,000 years ago, numerous
examples of innovations in toolmaking, art work,
items of personal adornment, and in burial
practices were found in sites in Europe, Asia,
Australia, and Africa. In addition to working with
stone, toolmakers skillfully crafted a variety of
tools from ivory, bone, antlers, and shell to use
in sewing and hunting. The new materials were
also used to make jewelry—lots of which were
found in elaborate burial sites.
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Perhaps the most spectacular evidence of
artistic expression during this period are images on
cave walls in France and Spain. Literally hundreds
of paintings show us glimpses of that distant world
as interpreted by our ancestors. Some of the
most magnificent depictions are on the walls of
Chauvet Cave in southern France. Only recently
discovered, this cave has extraordinary charcoal
and ocher drawings of lions, rhinoceroses, and
other animals then found in Europe. The artists’
keen observation skills and artistic abilities are
clearly evident. These images were made 32,000
years ago.

Cave painting from Chauvet cave.

Language and Culture
Clearly, humans had entered a new era. What can account for the
changes? No one knows for certain. Understanding how humans came to
be the complex creatures that we are is one of the great challenges of
paleoanthropology. It is very likely that the development of language played
a vital role. Language is a defining human quality.
Although animals communicate with one
another by various means, only humans—as far
as we know—have the capacity for language.
Language includes not only the ability to speak but
also the ability to think in terms of ideas. We have
the capacity to form mental images and to reflect
on things that are both real and imagined. It is
quite possible that the development of language
is responsible for the great advances that started
about 50,000 years ago—a development that
transformed our ancestors into what we would
recognize today as human.

The distinction between human beings of the
past 50,000 years and those who came before is
not a physical difference. It is in the development
of rich and complex cultures that included
cave paintings, sculptured figures, jewelry, and
elaborate burial practices. While we cannot
look into the minds of our ancestors of the past
50,000 years, evidence suggests that they were
developing meaningful ideas about the world that
may be similar to some of today’s concepts of art,
religion, and philosophy.

Small Group Activity

The Importance of Language
You’ll need to work with two or three other
people for this activity. Consider this scenario:
the scene is a meeting of a group of hungry Homo
sapiens trying to figure out how to get food. What
kinds of food are available? Where can they get
it? What must be done? Who should do what?
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First, try to answer these questions without using
language. You can use drawings, hand gestures
and grunts, but no written or spoken words. Then,
try it again with language. Afterward, write down
your impressions of the difference that language
makes for the survival of the group.
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Expanding Settlements
Australia and New Guinea.
Fifty thousand years ago, the sea level worldwide was much lower than it
is now, because much of Earth’s water was in the form of ice. As a result of the
low sea level, many islands that make up present-day Indonesia were connected
to Southeast Asia. However, Australia and New Guinea (connected to each other
because of the low sea level) were separated from Southeast Asia by water.
Evidence shows that early human populations had moved from Africa into
Asia, and then into Southeast Asia—land masses that were connected. Yet,
there is also evidence of human settlement in Australia and New Guinea as early
as 50,000 years ago. These early explorers may have been the ancestors of
today’s Aborigines. How did people get to Australia from Asia? Because of the
lower sea level, the coastal area of Australia extended further out than it does
today, making the distance between the mainland and Australia shorter than it
is now. Nevertheless, migration could occur only over water. The route must
have been managed in small, sea-worthy crafts—probably the first instances
of shipbuilding.

Settling the Western Hemisphere.
From 35,000 to 14,000 years ago, it was possible to walk from what is
now eastern Siberia across the Bering Land Bridge to Alaska and northwestern
Canada. At times during that cold period, the Bering Strait (only 50 miles wide)
would have been a walkable passageway because of the low sea level. Though
a number of artifacts (stone tools) have been
found at several sites in Siberia, archeologists
have reached no consensus regarding the dates
of settlements there, nor do they agree on just
when migration to the Western Hemisphere may
Between 14,000 and 12,000 years
have begun. Nevertheless, there is indisputable
ago,
dramatic changes in climate occurred.
evidence that by 10,000 years ago humans were
Temperatures
rose during this time, and more
living in all of the Western Hemisphere. Even as
than
one
third
of the glacial ice melted. With so
far as Tierra del Fuego at the southern tip of South
America there is evidence of human habitation much melting ice, the sea level rose and water
covered vast coastal areas. Some islands were
from that time.
inundated. There was extensive flooding in much
By the end of the last ice age, humans had of North America as well. With the change in
moved into most of Earth’s land areas. In the climate, weather patterns also changed; some
Western Hemisphere, they found creatures of regions became wetter and others drier.
all kinds—bison, caribou, musk ox, mastodons,
All life forms were affected by the changing
elephants, horses, camels, giant sloths, to name
climate.
A number of long-flourishing, cold-loving
just a few of the larger animals. From fossils
found in early archaeological sites, we know plants could not tolerate the warmer temperature
that human inhabitants hunted large game as and died, while other plants that favored the
well as smaller mammals for food. In addition, warmth or the wetness thrived. Some animals,
a wide variety of plants provided a renewable without their accustomed food source, became
extinct during this period or shortly after. In
food source.
northern Europe, grass-eating animals like the
woolly mammoth, wild cattle, reindeer, and
rhinoceros lived on a treeless plain covered with
dense, small herblike plants. With the change
in climate, the plain slowly became woodland,

Out of the Deep Freeze
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and the animals that were
adapted to grassland either
migrated or perished.
By 9,000 years ago, across
the planet, many of the large
mammals became extinct,
including the mastodon,
woolly mammoth, great
buffalo, giant hartebeest,
marsupials, giant horse, and
giant ground sloth. Their
predators also perished,
including the saber-tooth
tiger, American lion, and dire
wolf. No one knows the full
story of these extinctions.
It is possible that the loss of
food supplies alone caused
the extinctions, or possibly
the expansion of people into new territories resulted in over-hunting. In any
case, it is clear that at the end of the last ice age, this change in climate
resulted in a major change in the diversity and distribution of life on the
planet.

Melting glacier

The First Farmers
When the climate changed, some humans
remained where they were, because food
resources were adequate. Other groups, however,
had to move and adapt to new resources. As had
been their practice, humans hunted game and
collected the nuts, berries, and ripened fruits of
wild plants. Then, for the first time, some groups
started to plant seeds to grow their food. They
also selected animals to tame. In Southwest Asia,
starting about 10,000 years ago, humans cultivated
barley, wheat, peas, and lentils, and raised sheep,
goats, and cattle for food. By 4,000 years ago,
humans on every continent were selecting plants
to grow and animals to domesticate.
Why did these practices arise? At first,
some groups of humans living in more permanent
settlements probably supplemented their foraging
by saving seeds of wild plants and setting them
in the ground near their homes. In time, with
experience at planting and the production of
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better crops, people became dependent on
“home-grown” foods. It would certainly seem
that producing foods near home would be more
efficient than foraging for wild plants that were
sometimes far away. The same logic applies to
domesticating animals. Why depend on the hunt
and its dangers when some animals, like sheep,
were tamable?
With the practice of agriculture and a stable,
year-round food supply, some farming villages
slowly grew into cities. Cities are not simply
large villages; they are complex social structures.
Not everyone in a city is needed to produce
food. As a result, new opportunities could arise.
Some individuals became tradesmen, soldiers,
or civic leaders; others were artisans, artists,
or builders. Each early civilization developed
its own pattern of society, but all came about
because in a fundamental way agriculture made
those developments possible.
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The Greenland Story
Day-to-day changes in weather hide the long-term changes
that occur in climate. The analyses of ice cores, described in
previous chapters, confirm historical records that from about the
ninth century until the twelfth century the climate in the Northern
Hemisphere was warmer than in subsequent centuries. This interval
of time is called the Medieval Warm Period.
During this period the Viking leader Eric the Red discovered a
large island in the northern Atlantic Ocean. Although it was rocky
and the interior an ice sheet, the island had some grassy coastal
areas. Fish and game were plentiful. Eric named his discovery
Greenland. When he returned to Iceland, where he had been
living, he recruited fellow settlers. A fleet of 25 ships carrying
men, women, and domesticated animals sailed for Greenland in
the year 986. Due to severe storms, only 14 ships reached their
destination.
Some colonists settled on the southeastern tip of land, while
others went on to the western coastal area. The colonists raised a
variety of animals, including pigs, sheep, goats, and cows. They also
fished and hunted. Game animals, sea mammals, and even birds
were plentiful. The colonists settled in and did well. Excavation
of Eric the Red’s house showed that it was sturdily built of rocks
and sod.
During the next two hundred years the colonies on Greenland
grew to about 3,000 people, and prospered. The colonists had
Starting about 1300 the
developed a thriving trade with the Norwegians who admired the
climate began to cool. Although
furs and ivory walrus tusks from Greenland.
t h e r e w e r e f l u c t u a t i on s i n
temperature, by 1400 the Little
Northern Hemisphere Temperature (1000-1998)
Ice Age was under way. As a
14.4°
20
result of the colder climate, the
Century
northern polar ice cap expanded
14.3°
and blocked sea lanes. The
Medieval Warm Period
14.2°
settlement on the western coast
Little Ice Age
of Greenland became isolated,
14.1°
while travel from the eastern
Average No. Hemisphere temperature in the 20th century
settlement to Iceland and Norway
14.0°
was hazardous. In addition to
13.9°
the harsher winters during the
Little Ice Age, other conditions
13.8°
had made life difficult for the
colonists. Competition in trade
13.7°
from other sources and a terrible
plague had taken their toll. The
last trading ship between Norway
This graph of average annual air temperature in the Northern
and Greenland sailed in 1369.
Hemisphere was constructed from data taken from historical records,
By 1500, Eskimos of the Inuit
tree rings, and coral. A cooling trend from about 1300 to about 1900
culture, who had been slowly
is called the Little Ice Age. Adapted from Climate Change Impacts
moving into the area, were the
on the United States: The Potential Consequences of Climate
only inhabitants.
Variability and Change, Cambridge University Press, 2000.
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Investigation

How Did the Eskimos Survive?
The colder climate of the fourteenth century contributed to the
abandonment of Greenland by the Vikings, but the Eskimos survived, and
continue to live there as well as across
Northern Canada and Alaska. Find
reference books and videos to learn
about one of the three major cultural
groups of Eskimos: the Aleuts, Yupiks,
and Inuits. Can you form a hypothesis
of why the Vikings perished but the
Eskimos did not? Do you think Eskimo
cultures might be affected if global
warming occurs?

Conclusion
During much of the time period covered in
this chapter—the past 50,000 years of human
history—the climate was much colder than it is
now. Anatomically modern humans had evolved
by the start of the last ice age, but archeological
data indicate that these humans had developed
little more than crude stone implements. Later,
people began to create finer tools and artistic
works. Additionally, the development of language
may have been important in spurring these and
other intellectual advances.

No one knows for certain why human culture
developed during this period. Perhaps the advance
of the glaciers intensified competition, so that
only the most advanced groups survived. Those
who could not hunt effectively, who could not
control fire, or who could not cooperate in teams
did not survive to reproduce. At this point we can
only speculate based on scanty evidence.
On the other hand, strong evidence exists
that starting about 10,000 years ago, after the
climate warmed and the ice caps shrank to their
current extent, the human population increased
and spread. At various places around the world
agriculture developed. And with the development
of agriculture came the growth of cities and the
rise of complex civilizations.

For new material relating to this chapter, please see the GSS website “Staying Up To
Date” page: http://www.lawrencehallofscience.org/gss/uptodate/3lc
We invite you to send us new articles for the "Staying Up To Date" web page for this
chapter. Articles may be from local newspapers, magazines, websites, or other sources
that you think would be of interest to classrooms around the country. To send us
articles please go to the link http://lhs.berkeley.edu/gss/uptodate/newarticle.html and
find the "Submit New Article" button.
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Chapter 13

13. What Does Earth’s Past Tell
Us About Our Future?
In Life and Climate we have seen how Earth’s
changing climate and evolving life forms have
influenced each other over the past 4.6 billion
years of our planet’s history. In the first part of
this chapter we briefly review highlights of this
fascinating story. In the last part of the chapter
we turn to the important question—how can an
understanding of our history help us predict the
future?

Major Periods and Important Cycles
Scientists do not know how life began,
but fossil stromatolites are evidence that living
organisms existed on Earth as early as 3.5 billion
years ago. These early life forms, known as
blue-green algae, injected into the atmosphere
huge quantities of free oxygen—a gas that did
not exist in large quantities on the early Earth.
By 2.1 billion years ago, Earth’s atmosphere had
enough oxygen for entirely new kinds of life forms
to develop—those that derived their life energy
from chemical reactions with oxygen gas.
Plants and animals participate in natural
cycles that continuously modify the atmosphere.
For example, in the oxygen cycle plants take
in carbon dioxide and produce oxygen through
photosynthesis, while animals absorb oxygen and
produce carbon dioxide through respiration. As a
result of these processes oxygen is continuously
cycled between plants and animals.
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Another important cycle is the long-term
carbon cycle in which carbon dioxide is removed
from the atmosphere by rainwater to form
carbonic acid. This acid rain reacts with minerals
on Earth’s surface and flows to the oceans where
it becomes trapped in sediments. Eventually
the carbon dioxide returns to the atmosphere
through volcanic eruptions. Irregularities in this
cycle contribute to great swings in climate, from
tropical conditions to ice ages.
Yet another source of climate change is
Earth’s relationship to the Sun, including both
changes in Earth’s orbit and the tilt of its axis.
Although these cyclic changes have been too
slight to affect the climate during warm periods,
it has become important in the last 33 million
years as Earth cooled enough to begin a cycle of
ice ages.
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Earth’s Changing Climate
Unfortunately, there is little evidence of Earth’s earliest climate history.
Although paleoclimatologists can build computer models of what the earliest
atmosphere and climate must have been like, the knowledge of the first 4
billion years of climate history is only vaguely perceived.
However, a variety of methods have proven to be of value in reconstructing
climates as early as the beginning of the Cambrian period. These methods
have been described in previous chapters.
On the following pages are a series of graphs, some from earlier
chapters, that show what is currently known about climate history from the
Cambrian period to the present. Climates of the most recent periods are
better understood, so the graphs of more recent times are more accurate
and detailed.
Since the time scale of these graphs vary, it is sometimes difficult to
visualize how they relate to each other. Therefore, shaded areas on each page
show how the time scale of each graph relates to the previous graph.
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Graph B shows the temperature at Vostok,
Antarctica, over the past 420,000 years.
Although it was colder in Antarctica than
elsewhere, the major ups and downs in
temperature are thought to reflect ice ages and
interglacial periods worldwide.

Graph A shows average global temperature from
Cambrian period to the present.
Question 13.1. What may have caused the ice
age at the end of the Ordovocian period?
Question 13.2. What may have caused the
ice age at the end of the Carboniferous
period?

Question 13.5. Point to the current interglacial
period and the previous four interglacials.

Question 13.3. What may have caused the
long-term cooling that started with the
Oligocene period?

Question 13.6. What is the difference in
temperature between an interglacial period
and an ice age?

Average global temperature in the 20th century

0

Holocene

1.6

Pleistocene

Pliocene

5.3

24

Miocene

Oligocene

37

Eocene

Cretaceous
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65 58

144

Paleocene

208

360 286 245

Carboniferous

408

Devonian

Silurian

Ordovocian

570 505 438

Cambrian

*

Question 13.7. Approximately how many years
apart are interglacial periods?

Graph A

Colder

Warmer

Question 13.4. What may have caused the
recent cycle of ice ages?

* Numbers indicate million years ago

Graph A is adapted from The Evolution of Complex
and Higher Organisms, NASA SP-478. Washington, DC:
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1985, page 77.
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Graph B shows the temperature at
Vostok, Antarctica, over the past
420,000 years.

Greenland Temperature

• Describe the temperature changes
between interglacials.
• If the pattern continues, when might
the next ice age begin?

-30

Present Day Greenland Temperature

-35
-40

Graph C shows central Greenland
temperature over the past 40,000
years.
Although it was colder in
central Greenland than elsewhere, the
pattern of temperature change was
similar throughout the world.
• Describe temperature changes since
the last ice age.

°C

Graph C

-45
-50
Younger

-55

Dryas

40,000 35,000 30,000 25,000 20,000 15,000 10,000 5,000 0

Years Before the Present

• Describe what may have caused the
Younger Dryas.
Graph B is from J.R. Petit et al., “Historical Isotopic
Temperature Record from the Vostok Ice Core,” Trends:
A Compendium of Data on Global Change. Carbon
Dioxide Information Analysis Center, Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, U.S. Department of Energy, Oak Ridge, Tenn.,
U.S.A., from
http://cdiac.esd.ornl.gov/trends/temp/vostok/jouz_tem.htm.
Revised January 2000.

Graph C data are from “Secrets of the Ice,” Web Site
http://www.mos.org/soti/icecore/index.html.
Museum of Science, Boston. Data for this graph are provided
by the University of Washington, from the Greenland Ice Sheet
Project 2 (GISP2). More information about this project is
available at http://www.gisp2.sr.unh.edu/GISP2/.
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Greenland Temperature

Graph C shows temperature in central
Greenland over the past 40,000 years.

°C

Graph C

Question 13.12 Point out the period of time
starting with the agricultural revolution to
the present. How was Earth’s climate during
this period different from previous times?
What effect might this relatively stable
climate have had on human history?
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Graph C data are from “Secrets of the Ice,” Web Site http://
www.mos.org/soti/icecore/index.html. Museum of Science,
Boston. Data for this graph are provided by the University of
Washington, from the Greenland Ice Sheet Project 2 (GISP2).
Graph D is adapted from Climate Change Impacts on the
Northern Hemisphere Temperature (1000-1998)
14.4

Temperature in °C

14.3°
14.2°

20th

Graph D

Century

Medieval Warm Period
Little Ice Age

14.1°
14.0°

Average No. Hemisphere temperature in the 20th century

13.9°
13.8°
13.7°

Graph D shows temperature in the Northern
Hemisphere over the past 1,000 years.
Question 13.13. How does the difference between
the lowest and highest temperatures during this
period compare with changes since the last major
ice age ended about 10,000 years ago?

United States: The Potential Consequences of Climate
Variability and Change, Cambridge University Press,
2000.

Question 13.14. How does the temperature during
the 20th century compare with temperatures
during the previous nine centuries?
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Graph D shows annual temperature of the Northern
Hemisphere over the past 1,000 years.
Northern Hemisphere Temperature (1000-1998)
14.4

Graph D is adapted
from Climate Change
Impacts on the United
States: The Potential
Consequences of Climate
Variability and Change,
Cambridge University
Press, 2000.
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Average Global Temperature (1866-1998)

Graph E shows annual temperatures since 1866. The theory of global warming
attributes the warming in the past 100 years primarily to widespread burning
of fossil fuels. Those who disagree with this theory say that the warming is
almost entirely due to a natural climate cycle.
Question 13.15. How do the graphs support the theory of global warming?
Question 13.16. How do the graphs support the theory of a natural cycle?
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Graph E is based on data
from the NASA Goddard
Institute for Space Studies
via the World Wide Web at:
http://www.giss.nasa.gov.
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The Evolution of Climate and Life — An Overview
As we have seen in the preceding chapters,
there are many factors that have influenced the
development of life forms. Shifting continents
and even impacts from space have significantly
affected the environment so that some life forms

Eon/Period/Epoch
Holocene epoch
(approximate start)
11,000 years ago (ya)

multiplied and prospered while others became
extinct. Earth’s changing climate has affected
the evolution of life, and at certain key points in
Earth’s history, life has affected Earth’s climate.
This story—the history of life and climate—is
summarized in the following chart.

Life
humans expand
worldwide, domesticate
animals and plants;
complex civilizations
develop

Climate
most recent ice age ends,
interglacial period; global
warming in last 150 years

Extinction of large plant-eating mammals and
their predators (mammoths, saber-tooth tigers, etc.)
first members of genus
Pleistocene epoch
Homo; anatomically
1.6 million years ago (mya)
modern humans evolve

long ice ages with brief
interglacial periods; Earth
cooler and drier than now

Pliocene epoch
5.3 mya

first hominids (upright
primates) evolve in Africa

cooling continues, ice
ages begin in Northern
Hemisphere

Miocene epoch
24 mya

forest-dwelling species
in most regions (great
apes and hominid apes)

Oligocene epoch
37 mya

large mammals, whales,
birds expand worldwide;
apes emerge

cooling of deep ocean
begins; first ice sheets in
Antarctica

Eocene epoch
58 mya

larger mammals (horses,
mammoths, monkeys);
whales and dolphins
evolve

temperatures warmer
than now, then becoming
cooler and drier

mammals and reptiles
survive extinction and
evolve into many new
species

temperatures warmer
than now

Paleocene epoch
65 mya

climate fluctuates; large
ice sheets in Antarctica;
overall drier than today;
forests give way to
grasslands

great mass extinction—50% of all living families, and
all of the dinosaurs
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Life

Climate

Cretaceous period
144 mya

flowering plants; variety of
small mammals, fish, and
insects; dinosaurs

very warm; carbon
dioxide five times greater
than today; Pangaea split
in two

Jurassic period
208 mya

flourishing of dinosaurs;
diversification of reptiles and
insects; earliest bird

temperatures continue to
warm

Triassic period
245 mya

Age of Reptiles begins; first
dinosaurs; coniferlike plants,
ferns; first mammals

Alternate heavy rains
and dry periods; warm;
deserts to forests and
swamps

Eon/Period/Epoch

greatest mass extinction—90% of marine species, reptiles, flora, coral reefs, etc.
all continents form
Pangaea; generally warm
temperatures after ice age

Permian period
286 mya

diverse reptiles; decline of
amphibians; plant profusion

Carboniferous period
360 mya

Age of Amphibians; first reptiles; coal-forming swamps and
diverse insects, fernlike and
forests; warm, followed
seed-bearing plants
by several ice ages
two land masses; warm
Age of Fish; first amphibians,
except for a brief, mild
insects, and forests; diverse
ice age
land plants

Devonian period
408 mya
Silurian period
438 mya

first fish with jaws; first land
animals

high carbon dioxide
level; warm surface
temperatures

Ordovician period
505 mya

marine life forms evolve and
expand; first land plants

high carbon dioxide
level; warm surface
temperatures

Cambrian period
570 mya

diverse multicellular life forms
in seas; first shell fish and coral

high carbon dioxide
level; warm surface
temperatures

deepest ice age; beginning of multicellular life
Proterozoic eon
2,500 mya

single-celled life forms

extreme cold (ice ages)
alternating with warmer
temperatures than today

Archaean eon
3,500 mya

blue-green algae
(stromatolites)

algae produce oxygen;
increasing ozone;
conditions suitable for life

Hadean eon
4,600 mya

no known life forms
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cloudy, moist hydrogenrich atmosphere; some
CO2; later, clearing skies
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Investigation

Timeline
In Chapter 2 the class created a timeline of Earth’s entire history, and
updated this timeline chapter by chapter. Check the timeline against the
previous chart, adding key developments to the timeline wherever they may
have been left out. Make sure the following key developments are prominently
labeled:
• First life forms—probably blue-green algae

• Beginning of the Age of Mammals

• First simple plant life

• The first primates

• Appearance of complex life

• First hominids

• Major extinction event at the end of the
Permian period

• The first anatomically modern humans

• Beginning of the Age of Reptiles

• The invention of agriculture

• Major extinction event at the end of the
Cretaceous period

• Beginning of human cultures

Predicting the Future
In the past 100 years—a blink in Earth’s long history—human activities have
changed the atmosphere. By burning coal, natural gas, and oil (fossil fuels) for
energy, people have increased the concentration
of carbon dioxide in the air. Similarly, farming
Additional studies show that a warmer climate
and manufacturing have caused an increase of may result in:
methane, nitrous oxides, and a variety of other
gases. As a result, we are faced with a significant • Sea level rise and inundation of low-lying islands
and coastal areas
environmental issue.
In recent years, the theory of global • Increase in violent storms, resulting in major
damage
warming—that changes in the atmosphere as
a result of human activities is causing Earth’s
average global temperature to rise—has generated
considerable concern and controversy. Two sets of
data support the theory. One set is the collection
of measurements showing that the concentration
of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases in
the atmosphere has increased in the past century
or so. The other set is taken from thousands of
temperature measurements showing that Earth’s
average global temperature has increased during
the past 100 years by about 0.5° Celsius. The
theory of global warming ties these two sets of
data together by proposing that the increase of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere is causing
the increase in global temperature. If this
relationship is correct, then we can expect the
climate to become even warmer as the human
population increases.
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• Increased rainfall in some areas, droughts in other
areas
• Loss of forests and increase in desert areas

• Increased incidences of diseases carried by insects
and shortages of food or fresh water
• Changes in growing season and precipitation,
resulting in increased production in some places
and reduced production in other places
An international panel of 2,500 scientists has
issued reports in recent years that summarize what is
known about climate change. In brief, these reports
show that scientists agree that the concentration
of carbon dioxide, methane, and other greenhouse
gases is increasing; Earth’s average temperature
has warmed 0.5°C in the past 100 years; and the
climate will become warmer as the concentration of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere increases.
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World leaders are considering a
number of steps that can be taken to
slow the increase of greenhouse gases.
These possible actions are controversial
because many of them will cost money
and jobs. In the United States, there
have been congressional hearings on this
topic, but Congress is far from agreeing
on what steps can and should be taken.
However, most politicians agree that
scientific research on climate change
should continue.

Some of the questions still being researched are:
1. Has the warming observed so far caused any noticeable
effects?
2. How much of the increase in Earth’s average temperature
is part of a natural cycle, and how much is due to human
activities?
3. How rapidly will the concentration of greenhouse gases
increase, and how will it affect Earth’s climate in the
future?
4. How will life on Earth be affected by climate changes?

Investigation

What Does Earth’s Past Tell Us
About Our Future?
Imagine that the U.S. Congress has set
aside
$100 million for the study of past
climate changes. The purpose of this research
will be to learn about Earth’s past in order to
better predict future climate changes.
The Request for Proposals states that
individual scientists may apply for up to $2
million to study a particular period in Earth’s
history. Your job is to submit a proposal to
conduct further studies of life and climate
during a particular period of time. Successful
proposals must
1) show that the period studied will reveal
important principles about how life and
climate interact;
2) describe a method of study that will reveal
information about climate and life that is
not already known; and
3) explain how information about this
period would apply to current dilemmas
concerning the theory of global warming
and the anticipation of future ice ages.
Your instructor may have further
guidelines for you to use in preparing a
written or oral presentation of your research
proposal.

— Request for Proposals —
The United States Congress invites proposals
about the study of life and climate during a
significant period
history. Criteria
... in Earth’s
for successful proposals
.. Pro are as follows:
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Conclusion
The many scientists who have contributed
to the immense body of knowledge so briefly
summarized in these chapters were in large part
motivated by curiosity—that human desire to
understand our origins and the history of our
planet. The interaction between climate and life
is a key aspect of that story.
But there is another important reason for
wanting to learn about the history of climate and
life, and that is to try to predict the future, based
on what we know about the past.
Billions of years ago blue-green algae
changed the composition of the atmosphere.
Today, a different species is changing the
atmosphere. We are. The added carbon dioxide,
methane, and other greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere are gradually changing its heattrapping properties. We also know that people
who live in the developed nations such as the
United States burn more fossil fuels per person
than people in less developed nations.
Unlike blue-green algae, we are aware that
we are changing the atmosphere, and we can
make choices. As citizens of an industrialized
nation, our choices have a major impact on the
environment.
In the coming decades, you will have
opportunities to choose where and how you will
live. These decisions—along with the choices
made by many others—will determine future
human activities, which in turn will affect the
global climate.

The purpose of this volume is to prepare
you for those choices by helping you understand
the complex relationship between climate and
life. Now that you have completed this volume,
you have the power to collaborate with others
in determining the future environment of our
planet.

For new material relating to this chapter, please see the GSS
website “Staying Up To Date” page:
http://www.lawrencehallofscience.org/gss/uptodate/3lc
We invite you to send us new articles for the "Staying Up To
Date" web page for this chapter. Articles may be from local
newspapers, magazines, websites, or other sources that you
think would be of interest to classrooms around the country. To
send us articles please go to the link
http://lhs.berkeley.edu/gss/uptodate/newarticle.html and find
the "Submit New Article" button.
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Web Sites on Climate Change
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)—http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov
NOAA Education Page—http://www.oar.noaa.gov/education/
North American Drought: A Paleo Perspective —http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov:80/paleo/drought
A Paleo Perspective on Global Warming—http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov:80/paleo/globalwarming
U.S. Global Climate Change Research Program—http://www.usgcrp.gov/
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change—http://www.ipcc.ch/
NASA Science Earth—http://nasascience.nasa.gov/earth-science
PAGES: International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme Core Project—http://www.pages.unibe.ch/
National Ice Core Laboratory Science Management Office, UNH—http://www.nicl-smo.sr.unh.edu/
Greenland Ice Sheet Project 2, UNH—http://www.gisp2.sr.unh.edu/GISP2/
University of California Museum of Paleontology Exhibits—http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/exhibit/exhibits.html
University of California Museum of Paleontology Continental Drift—http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/geology/anim1.html
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